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Introduction
Digital Explorations of Diverse Micro-Learning Experiences, Vol.3, is the third e-book in the
TechnoLiterati series. This series of technology and education publications, explores a wide
variety of issues on education, technology, art, design, future technologies, digital life and
many more, which can be considered as micro-learning experiences of a larger puzzle of
teaching and learning with digital technologies. The stories are selected based on content
value, diversity of information and knowledge, personal academic interest and aesthetics,
with the aim to motivate, educate and promote understanding of the ever increasing
intrusion and effect of technology to the human nature and life experience.
The stories included in this issue appeared online in a variety of online resources between
July and August 2016 and were hosted in the TechnoLiterati content curation micro-blog. All
stories in this e-book are linked to their original URL link, which simply means you need to be
online to read the full stories. Click on the title, image, or source link to access the full story. If
you get a Security Warning to connect to the online website click Allow and the story will
open in your web browser. Enjoy.
Dr Constantine Andoniou
Editor
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A Guide To Uncertainty For
People Who Hate Not Knowing
Hyperuniformity: a Hidden Order
Found in the Greatest Set of Eyes
Of all the things evolution has stumbled
across, the eye is one of the most
remarkable. Acting as sort of a 'biological
electromagnetic transducer', the eye
converts incoming photons into electrical …
Source: hackaday.com

Unknown outcomes can make us put
in either too much work or not
enough. Here's how to avoid both.
Source: fastcompany.com

Sinofuturism (1839 - 2046 AD)
Sinofuturism is an invisible movement. A
spectre already embedded into a trillion
industrial products, a billion individuals,
and a million veiled narratives. It is a
movement, not based on individuals, but
on multiple overlapping flows. Flows of
populations, of products, and of
processes. Because Sinofuturism has arisen
without conscious intention or authorship,
it is often mistaken for contemporary
China. But it is not. It is a science fiction
that already exists.
Source: vimeo.com

Modeling Artificial and Real
Societies

How to Spot an Instagram Scammer
As a general rule, anyone who posts
pictures of money and talks about
investment opportunities is probably
trouble.
Source: theverge.com

Science Fiction literature is fraught
with examples of what-ifs of history
which speculate on how the would
have looked like if certain events had
happened a different way e.g., if the
Confederates had won the American
Civil War, if the Western Roman
Empire had not fallen, if Islam had
made inroads in the imperial
household in China etc.
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

The Digital Nomad's Guide to Flying
Cheap Every Single Time
Want to live the digital nomad life? This is
the ultimate guide to flying around the
world while only paying the very least.
Source: thenextweb.com

The New Collaboration Economy

Saving Science
Science isn’t self-correcting, it’s self-destructing. To save the
enterprise, scientists must come out of the lab and into the real
world
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

Technology is creating a new generation of companies that
increasingly choose to collaborate as a coordinated ecosystem,
even if they have overlapping or competitive offerings. This
transparent way of doing business is transforming the way
services are delivered and products are developed.
Source: techcrunch.com
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Tracking Instagram’s MoneyFlipping Scammers
Trying to get more followers on Instagram?
If you follow a few verified banks and
financial institutions, you’ll suddenly end up
with dozens of new followers. There’s just
one drawback: Your new followers are trying
to scam you. Instagram has become a
hotbed for so-called “money flipping,”
according to a study by the social media
security firm ZeroFox.
Source: techcrunch.com

What it Feels Like to be the Last Generation to Remember Life Before
the Internet
Technology has a lot to answer for: killing old businesses, destroying the middle
class, Buzzfeed. Technology in the form of the internet is especially villainous, having
been accused of everything from making us dumber (paywall) to aiding
dictatorships. But Michael Harris, riffing on the observations of Melvin Kranzberg,
argues that "technology is neither good nor evil.
Source: qz.com

The Facebook Fake Nature
Photography Group
A weasel using a woodpecker as its own
private convertible; a wolf stuffing its snout
in another wolf’s mouth; a reindeer
comically failing to camouflage itself with
some leaves.
Source: theverge.com

The New Paradigm for HumanBot Communication
Chatbots offer the promise of
frictionless access to goods, services
and information, but creating
effective bots can be deceptively
tricky.
Source: techcrunch.com

How Police can Access your
Browser History
Black Holes: A Field Guide
Peer over the event horizon with us.
Source: mentalfloss.com
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From search warrants to the Tor
Browser, here's what you need to
know about police accessing your
internet history.
Source: dailydot.com

The Ethics of Transhumanism
While many of the ideas of transhumanism
are noble, the field is accused of sharing
traits with eugenics.
Source: techcrunch.com

The 'Conjunction Fallacy'
Here is a logic puzzle created by
psychologists Daniel Kahneman and Amos
Tversky. “Linda is single, outspoken, and
very bright. She majored in philosophy.
Source: boingboing.net
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Can we Make Consciousness Into an
Engineering Problem?
We could build an artificial brain that
believes itself to be conscious. Does that
mean we have solved the hard problem?
Source: aeon.co

Recording Analog Memories in Human Cells
MIT biological engineers have devised a way to record complex histories in the DNA
of human cells, allowing them to retrieve "memories" of past…
Source: deepstuff.org

Organisms Might be Quantum
Machines
Few of us really understand the weird world
of quantum physics – but our bodies might
take advantage of quantum properties
Source: bbc.com

How your Wi-Fi Signal can Expose
Everything you Type
How Your Online Data is Being Used Right Now
Source: mentalfloss.com

Dear Internet: It’s Time to Fix This
Mess You Made
Enough is enough.
Source: wired.com

New research shows the invisible Wi-Fi
signals all around us can betray our privacy.
Source: dailydot.com

Handwriting Replicating Software
You’re probably already overly-anxious about protecting your identity online, but
researchers at the University College London don’t feel that’s enough to worry
about. So they’ve developed new software that can perfectly replicate anyone’s
handwriting—dead or alive—making it easy to forge signatures and notes.
Source: gizmodo.com
3
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How to Digitally Erase All Your Stuff
When You Quit Your Job

Inside the Word of Pokémon Go
Source: lifehack.org

How to Make People See the
Impossible

Watch Thoughts Form in the
Brain

Between the cheesy sendoff and the afterwork drinks, you have to do something
very important: back up all your stuff and
securely clear off your computer.
Source: wired.com

A new technology shows real-time
communication among neurons that
promises to reveal brain activity in
unprecedented detail
Source: scientificamerican.com

An Oxford University psychologist can trick
your visual system into believing the
impossible.
Source: bbc.com

How to Torrent Safely and Legally

Why Humans Feel Empathy
Towards Robots

Dozens of websites are dedicated to legal
torrent downloads. Some are limited in
scope, while others have a bit of
everything.
Source: tripwire.com

Would you lie to a robot to avoid
hurting its feelings?
Source: google.ae

The Existential Fallacy: the Most
Logical Fallacy of All
Hypothetical situations involving dragons,
robots, spaceships, and vampires have all
been used to prove and disprove
arguments. Statements about things that do
not exist can still be true, and can be useful
thinking tools for exploring philosophical,
logical, sociological, and scientific concepts.
Source: boingboing.net
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Yuval Noah Harari: "We Are Probably One of the Last Generations of
Homo Sapiens"
Historian and author of the international bestseller Sapiens: A Brief History of
Humankind, Yuval Noah Harari speaks about the future of humanity.
Source: bbc.co.uk
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Bauhaus: Five Timeless Design
Lessons
The Bauhaus is nearly a century old, but it
still has a lot to teach today's designers.
Source: fastcodesign.com

How Realistic Are Parallel Worlds?
The parallel universe on the show "Stranger Things" is not completely plausible, but
does borrow concepts from physicists' conceptions of multiverses.
Source: livescience.com

This Pyramid Sculpture is an
Interface for Brain-to-Brain
Communication
This sculpture reads your thoughts
and reacts in kind to connect your
mind to someone else's.
Source: fastcodesign.com

Why People Collect Art
Collectors drive the art world, but what
drives art collectors? It’s less about
aesthetics than self-identification
Source: aeon.co

Origami Organisms!
You've got vegan meat, imitation fur,faux
leather, but nothing's quite as classy and
cute as the PaperTrophy! PaperTrophies are
adorable, faceted, folded paper models of
animals.
Source: yankodesign.com

How Trolls Are Ruining the Internet
They’re turning the web into a cesspool of
aggression and violence. What watching
them is doing to the rest of us may be even
worse
Source: time.com

HelloMind: Retrain your Brain
Feeling stressed? Want to get more
motivated? Just want a better night's
sleep? These problems, and more,
could be cured with hypnotherapy.
HelloMind is an iPhone app that
wants to help you retrain your brain
for the better.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Why you Should Adopt New Tech
Before Everyone Else
Because being first puts you in a strong
position to win new business.
Source: 99u.com
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Failed and Crazy Vintage Gadgets
That Time Forgot
Source: vintag.es

Anatomy of a Social Media
Attack
Finding and addressing Twitter and
Facebook threats requires a thorough
understanding of how they're
accomplished.
Source: darkreading.com

Visualizing the State of Global
Internet Connectivity
Two maps illustrate disparities in access
across the world.
Source: nextgov.com

Cyborgs are Already Here
From bionic limbs to sensors that let you
“smell’ color, the body modifications of
science fiction are finally coming to fruition,
and not all of them are born in squeakyclean hospital labs.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Facebook Photos as Biometric Data
Risk
All it takes to get past certain facial
recognition technology is some Facebook
stalking and 3D rendering.
Source: digitaltrends.com

TED Talks, but Anonymous: "Sincerely, X" is a New Podcast Meant for
Secret Big Ideas
For people with powerful stories to tell but who are too vulnerable to do it publicly
TED has an answer.
Source: fastcoexist.com

Fractals Among Us
The mathematics that describes these irregular shapes and patterns
would not be fully understood until the 1970s with the advent of the
computer. In 1982, a renegade mathematician by the name of Benoit
Mandelbrot published a book entitled “The Fractal Geometry of
Nature”.
Source: hackaday.com
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The Secret Skylines of HighMagnification Computer Chips
Christoph Morlinghaus got a gig
photographing motherboards for Cisco
and discovered that the chips he was
shooting were spectacular at extreme
magnifications, prompting him to create
Motherboard, a collection of arty, high-rez
images of boards.
Source: boingboing.net

Why Physics Is Not a Discipline
Physics is not just what happens in the Department of Physics
Source: nautil.us

The First Church of the Singularity:
Roko’s Basilik
Roko’s Basilica (credit: First Church of the
Singularity) By Jodi Schiller For those of us
working in virtual and augmented reality,
our days are spent
Source: kurzweilai.net

The Modern Daguerreotype
Photographer Binh Danh used the 177-year-old daguerreotype process
to photograph iconic locations and national parks around the country.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Bizarre Victorian Inventions
Source: vintag.es
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The Twitter Parasite
There is a sub-set of Twitter users who, in an
effort to gain a large number of new
followers at speed, use a lame
strategy which involves a really simple
gaming of a core Twitter function. The
follow/unfollow button.
Source: thenextweb.com

How our Need for Connection
Pushes Tech Further
Dating and technology have gone
hand in hand. Even in the early days
of computers, tech was used to find
love.
Source: thenextweb.com

Beyond the Black Box: Quantum
Computing Explained
The Evolution of Hacking

Has a New, Fifth Force of Nature
Been Found?

Online Antisocial Media

8

Created by Juncheng Chen, Siyuan Jing and
Lydia Zhou at the Bartlett School of
Architecture (Interactive Architecture Lab),
this project explores possibilities
Source: creativeapplications.net

Using Artificial Intelligence to
Create Invisible UI

Quantum computers break the laws of
Newtonian physics by tapping into the
science of quantum physics.
Source: nextgov.com

Scientists have found evidence of a
possible fifth force of nature, which could
help lift the veil on the mysterious dark
matter that's thought to dominate the
universe.
Source: space.com

Golem: Morphology and Material in
Kinetic Structures

We take a step back and go digging
into the history of hacking.
Source: tripwire.com

We’re redefining how we interact with
machines and how they interact with us.
Advances in AI help make new human-tomachine and machine-to-human
interaction.
Source: techcrunch.com

When we look at online social media, it has been adopted in one flavour or another
by nearly all of us.
Source: tripwire.com
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Quantum Mechanics, Determinism,
and Omniscience
How to Create a Successful Social Media Strategy When You Have Zero
Dollars or Expertise
Here's how you can stand out from the crowd of Tweets, Snapchats, and Pins.
Source: inc.com

"Every choice we make is totally
predetermined," you hear someone say, a
little too loudly, from a nearby table at the
coffee shop. "If we had a big enough
supercomputer, and we knew the exact
configuration of all the atoms that make up
a person and their surroundings, we could
calculate their future perfectly!"
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

Neural Networks and Pokémon Go
And it reveals how well-designed the
original monsters were.
Source: fastcodesign.com

Top 8 Russian Social Networks (and What Makes Them Great)
It's really interesting to see how online communication can differ in different parts of
the world! Here are eight of the social media platforms that are best at connecting
with Russian users.
Source: makeuseof.com

Origins of Internet Slang
Like any language, the shorthand found on
the internet has grown and evolved over
time. Check out 15 slang words common in
net-speak and how they may have first
come into use.
Source: mentalfloss.com

The Future of War
As one Army officer said during a
2015 training exercise, "future fights
aren't going to be guns and bullets.
They're going to be ones and zeroes."
Source: uk.businessinsider.com

Real-life Cyborgs and the Future of
High-Tech Body Modifications
Some people aren't content living in the
bodies they were born with. Instead, these
cyborgs turn to electronics to become part
human, part robot.
Source: uk.businessinsider.com
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Mathematicians Are Overselling the
Idea That 'Math Is Everywhere'
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

Copyleft
If you've spent much time in open
source projects, you have probably
seen the term "copyleft" used. While
the term is quite commonly used,
many people don't understand it.
Source: opensource.com

The Two Cultures of Computing
Source: pgbovine.net

The Superbook: the SmartphonePowered Android Laptop
Introducing the Superbook, the first plugand-play device that turns your Android
smartphone into a beautiful laptop
computer. The Superbook brings the body,
and your smartphone becomes the brain.
With the Superbook, you can actually be
productive with your smartphone.
Source: getsuperbook.com

Animated Microinteractions In
Mobile Apps
A closer look at experience design
essentials, such as animated
microinteractions in mobile apps.
Source: smashingmagazine.com

Elvis: the Sterile Neutrino
This ghostly particle could explain why you exist.
Source: businessinsider.com

Sci-Fi Technologies Already Changing the
Way we Live
Technology is advancing at a rapid rate, with
many new developments, from drones to brain
scanning headbands, resembling devices from a
science fiction movie. So what cutting-edge
technology can we expect to experience in our
lives in the near future, and what will be
developed next?
Source: thenextweb.com
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Modern Life
Cutts' images create a kind of forced
reckoning with issues most of us would
rather sweep under the rug and forget
about forever.
Source: lifehack.org

How to Fix the Traffic Problem!
According to the LA Times in 1923, it took streetcars 30 minutes to move just six
blocks in downtown LA that summer. The automobile had invaded the city, and the
streetcars were owned by private companies that didn’t want to spend any money on
improvements. The dream? Elevating mass transit, like in the 1923 model above by
Los Angeles inventor Fletcher E. Felts.
Source: paleofuture.gizmodo.com

The Robot Cyberwars Are Coming
At the Cyber Grand Challenge, bots
competed in the 'world's first automated
network defense tournament.'
Source: dailydot.com

Innovative Data Storage
While existing methods like cold, flash and
cloud storage are vying for a spot in the age
of Big Data, there are a number of
alternatives.
Source: thenextweb.com

Super You: How Technology is
Revolutionizing What It Means to Be
Human
Source: kurzweilai.net

Disappointing Truths About
Modern Dating
Finding the perfect mate has never
been easy, but modern technology
makes it all the more complicated.
Sure, you theoretically whip out your
phone and set up a date with a
stranger as quickly as you can order a
pizza, but that doesn’t necessarily
mean wedding bells are in your
future. Here are 11 disappointing
facts about the modern dating world.
Source: mentalfloss.com

'Black Hat' Cybersecurity Trends
Here are four cybersecurity terms that will
root many conversations, both on the expo
floor and among experts and analysts in
the briefing rooms at Black Hat.
Source: techcrunch.com

AI’s Language Problem
Machines that truly understand language
would be incredibly useful. But we don’t
know how to build them.
Source: technologyreview.com
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Remote Control of the Brain is
Coming: How Will we Use it?
Controlling the minds of others from a
distance has long been a favourite science
fiction theme – but recent advances in
genetics and neuroscience suggest that we
might soon have that power for real.
Source: aeon.co

Google OS 'Fuchsia'
Enter “Fuchsia.” Google’s own description
for it on the project’s GitHub page is simply,
“Pink + Purple == Fuchsia (a new Operating
System)”. Not very revealing, is it? When
you begin to dig deeper into Fuchsia’s
documentation, everything starts to make a
little more sense.
Source: androidpolice.com

AR Games Like Pokémon Go
Need a Code of Ethics - Now
Developers of AR games
like Pokémon Go must realize that
using the physical world as a gaming
space makes them somewhat
responsible for what happens there.
Source: wired.com

How Computer-Assisted Art
Will Help Humans Embrace the
Rise of the Robots
For many people, the robotpopulated future is a zero-sum game;
it's either going to be us or them
running things.
Source: techcrunch.com

The Bandwidth Bottleneck That is
Throttling the Internet
With global Internet traffic growing by an
estimated 22% per year, the demand for
bandwidth is fast outstripping providers'
best efforts to supply it.
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

Inside the Online School That Could
Radically Change How Kids Learn
Everywhere
"Virtual schools" are on the rise, but studies
find they're not doing a good job. Now one
school in New Hampshire is pointing the
way to online ed's future.
Source: wired.com

Dangers of Pokemon Go
Genetic Engineering Will Change Everything Forever
Designer babies, the end of diseases, genetically modified humans that never age.
Outrageous things that used to be science fiction are suddenly becoming reality. The
only thing we know for sure is that things will change irreversibly.
Source: youtube.com
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5 Dangers of Pokemon Go you should
know about. A growing trend is a growing
danger that goes viral.
Source: lifehack.org
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Quantum Correlations and Instant
Causation
A research team led by a Heriot-Watt
scientist has shown that the universe is even
weirder than had previously been
thought. In 2015 the universe was officially
proven to be weird. After many decades of
research, a series of experiments showed
that distant, entangled objects can
seemingly interact with each other through
what Albert Einstein famously dismissed as
"Spooky action at a distance".
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

This Planet or Some Other Planet
"This planet destroyed, we'll just move on to the next one - or, the Goddess weeps."
Source: vimeo.com

Why Phishing Works
This morning, I checked my email and immediately spotted
something suspicious in my inbox. I easily identified this
email as a phishing attempt.
Source: tripwire.com

Bodies Electric
We are not the first to think that the human being might be
much improved with the judicious application of electricity.
Source: aeon.co

Trump as an Object Lesson in the Problems of Machine
Learning
Trump's algorithm is to say semi-random things until his crowd
roars its approval, then he iteratively modifies those statements,
seeking more and more approval, until he maxes out and tries a new
tack
Source: boingboing.net
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The Mystery Noise Driving the World
Mad
Since the 1970s, many people across the globe
started hearing a strange hum. Watch the video
above to join Linda Geddes in her hunt for an
explanation.
Source: bbc.com

What Do You Know About Identity Theft?
Source: mentalfloss.com

The Sun Comes Out at Night
Source: vimeo.com

Data Visualization and Feelings

The Ultimate Brain Map
How do you map a brain? By examining its
structure? Its connections? Its distinct cell
types? Like mapping the Earth, scientists
have found that mapping the human brain
is an imperfect science, and there’s no
single simple approach.
Source: aeon.co

Psychology project explores human
emotions through interactive
visualizations
Source:
blogs.scientificamerican.com

String Theory Wars and
Philosophy
Source: 3quarksdaily.com
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Sci-Fi Legend William Gibson on the
Future of the World
A rich blowhard running for president.
Tech-bro execs hoping to splinter off into
their own anything-goes fiefdoms. So
much screaming over gigabyte network
pipes that’s getting faster, dumber, and
scarier. The present feels like it’s running
along the plotline of a William Gibson
science-fiction novel. So let’s ask the man
who wrote the future to try and make
sense of today.
Source: io9.gizmodo.com
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Codex Silenda
An immensely intricate wooden puzzle
book, Codex Silenda is packed with unique
mechanical puzzles.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Safe
"Safe" tells the story of a meteor shower that threatens the destruction of all life on
earth and a misunderstood outcast who tries to save it ...
Source: vimeo.com

Make Heat
Science themed music video made from remixed public domain footage.
Source: youtube.com

Can A Robot Feel?
If and when you encounter an AI, it is best to look beyond superficialities, like a
human-like appearance. Perhaps only biological beings can have experience, or
perhaps super-intelligent AI doesn't need to be conscious. Susan Schneider proposes
a test for determining whether AI can be conscious.
Source: youtube.com

Inside the Mind of Werner Herzog
Herzog is a German director who has made
more than 60 feature films and
documentaries over the past half-century,
and his extreme commitment to his art has
made him one of the most beloved—and
mythologized—figures in independent
cinema.
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

Omote
This is a demonstration of Omote, a realtime face tracking and projection mapping
system.
Source: boingboing.net
15
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North Sense
The international team of activists,
technologists and body-hackers known as
Cyborg Nest has invented a device called
North Sense, which vibrates when you face
north.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Rubik’s Spark
Between its LED squares and a
sensor-based twisting mechanic, the
Rubik's Spark is not your father's
Rubik's Cube.
Source: digitaltrends.com

What Machines Know: Surveillance
Anxiety and Digitizing the World
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

False Memories
Just because you're absolutely confident
you remember something accurately
doesn't mean it's true.
Source: blogs.scientificamerican.com

Fantasy Map Generator
Source: mewo2.com

DuoSkin
DuoSkin is a fabrication process that
enables anyone to create customized
functional devices that can be attached
directly on their skin.
Source: vimeo.com

Social Media Law: an Essential Guide
A retweet could land you in court. A ‘borrowed’ photo could breach copyright. Here,
a law student explains how to use social media safely.
Source: theguardian.com
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The Terrible Security Of Bluetooth
Locks
Bluetooth devices are everywhere these
days, and nothing compromises your opsec
more than a bevy of smartphones, smart
watches, fitbits, strange electronic
conference badges …
Source: hackaday.com
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The Bizarre Patent History Behind
the Apple v. Samsung Battle
How much does Samsung owe Apple for
copying a few icons? The legal reasoning
involves a century of absurdity.
Source: fastcodesign.com

The Dangers of the Uberization of Higher Education
In higher education, we are increasingly facing the distinct possibility of a faceless
future, teacherless courses, online everything, argues David Theo Goldberg.
Source: insidehighered.com

Forget Skynet: AI’s White Guy
Problem
AI is already making things terrible for
people who aren't rich white dudes.
Source: boingboing.net

Smartphone Usage at Night
Realted Myths, Debunked

Shape-Changing Metamaterial

Smartphone usage at night is no
more a problem claims a study as the
sleep issues and blindness related
issues are proved myths.
Source: gizbot.com

Engineers from the University of Bristol in
Britain have developed a new shapechanging metamaterial using Kirigami - an
ancient Japanese art of cutting
Source: gizbot.com

How Design is Helping us
Understand the Brain
A startup incubated through TED's inaugural
residency program in New York is helping
demystify neuroscience and this is only the
start.
Source: fastcodesign.com

Could There Be Other Explanations?
A journey through a fractal agnostic temple.
Source: vimeo.com
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The Digital Artist's Survival Guide
If you’re new to digital art, or want a
resource guide close to hand when you’re in
need of some advice, The Digital Artist’s
Survival Guide is right up your street.
Source: creativebloq.com

The Great Animal Orchestra
L I T T L E B R O W S E R: Detaching
the Web From the Semiotics of Print
L I T T L E B R O W S E R is an experimental
web browser and game engine hybrid.
Source: creativeapplications.net

The Great Animal Orchestra is inspired by the work of American musician and
bioacoustician Bernie Krause. The exhibition, which brings together artists from all
over the world, invites its audience to immerse themselves in an aesthetic
meditation, both aural and visual, on an animal kingdom that is increasingly under
threat. Put on headphones and dive in. Soothing!
Source: swiss-miss.com

17 Signs You're Intelligent (Even if
Doesn't Feel Like it)
You might be smarter than you think.
Source: businessinsider.com

Mind Control Dust
New ways to monitor - and control - neurons are about to become practical.
Source: consciousentities.com

flaws
Hand drawn animation mostly in-camera,
made from a series of 18 drawings.
Source: vimeo.com
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How Battery Status Can Be Used to
Track You Online
There are a lot of ways you can be tracked
online, from supercookies to malware. Now
you can add your phone's battery to the list.
Source: thenextweb.com

Vanity Project
The difficulty of knowing that we look
like ourselves
Source: reallifemag.com

Easy Questions Computers Are
Terrible at Answering
Computers still have less common sense
than a toddler.
Source: nextgov.com

MIT's 'Interactive Dynamic Video'
In a world that’s soon to be dominated by
AR, the ability to create a life-like
environment revolves almost wholly around
advanced 3D modeling, an expensive and
labor-intensive process that yields great
results but comes at the expense of
hundreds (or thousands) of man hours.
Source: thenextweb.com

The Cronzy Pen
The Cronzy Pen claims to be able to stuff 16
million different colors into a single piece of
writing utensil, using a built-in ink cartridge
to custom mix whatever color you desire.
You can use an accompanying app to pick
your preferred shade, or use a scanner at
the tip of the pen as an eyedropper to scan
colors Source: whatever’s around you.
Source: thenextweb.com

A Full-Body Workout You Can Do In Your Office Chair
Even if work piles up in the office, you don’t have to completely shove aside taking
care of your fitness. This quick workout from DAREBEE can help keep your exercising
momentum, or at the very least, offer a nice breather from a stressful day of work.
All you need is an office chair.
Source: vitals.lifehacker.com

LittleBits: 'Rule Your Room' kit
Following the smash success of last
year’s ‘Gizmos & Gadgets’ kit,
littleBits is at it again with a new kit
designed to help kids rule their room.
The kit comes with all children need
to protect their things all while
turning ordinary to extraordinary
through use of a smart system that
promotes interactive play.
Source: thenextweb.com

A Unified Theory of Randomness
Researchers have uncovered deep
connections among different types of
random objects, illuminating hidden
geometric structures.
Source: quantamagazine.org
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How to Survive Working on the
Internet

The Future of Multitouch
Pinch to zoom is intuitive at this point. So is a double tap to like. But maybe
eventually these gestures will become a relic of past technology as we develop new
ways to interact with device.
Source: theverge.com

If you spend your working life on the
internet then sometimes things can
become a little challenging, especially if
you're working from home. Without the
structure of an office job you can easily get
sucked down the electric rabbit holes of
YouTube, Wikipedia and Reddit, and even
when you manage to get some work done,
if it attracts attention then you can find
yourself on the receiving end of non-stop
spam, recruiter emails and the inevitable
LinkedIn notifications.
Source: creativebloq.com

Pokémon GO: Beginner's Guide, Tips & Tricks
Just getting started with Pokémon GO? Here's our guide
for beginners, which includes tips for leveling up quickly.
Source: youtube.com

The 'Roasting' Cyberbullying Trend
Things are getting pretty heated.
Source: dailydot.com

The Ultimate Ransomware Website You Should Know
About

Ransom Note Generator
Source: boingboing.net
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Ransomware is a growing threat, and you should do everything you
can to prevent it. Whether you need info or need help after being hit
by ransomware, this awesome resource can help.
Source: makeuseof.com
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Russia's Rise to Cyberwar
Superpower
The DNC hack may simply be the
icing on the cyberwar cake.
Source: dailydot.com

The History of Email
A brief look at the history of email.
Source: eager.io

Post or Not: Photo and Video
Recommendation Platform
Suggest pictures post or not? Get unbiased
feed back and recommendation for Photos
and Videos. The #1 social media posting
app.
Source: postornot.com

A 'Kids Guide to the Internet' ...
... from 1997. On your mark, get set Now we’re riding on the Internet Cyberspace,
sets us free Hello virtual reality Interactive appetite Searching for a Web site…
Source: boingboing.net

Here's Siri Describing all 1,064
Emoji in iOS 9
What happens when you fix a camera on
Apple's CarPlay and ask Siri to describe all
1,064 emoji? This... basically.
Source: thenextweb.com

Dungeon Morph
Each face of a Dungeon Morph die
features an interlinking section of
dungeons, caves, wilderness or
medieval city: simply push a set of
five together and remove and re-roll
as needed to create a never-ending
map for your adventures.
Source: boingboing.net

How Effective Are Nootropics and
'Smart' Drugs?
Imagine a pill you can take to speed up
your thought processes, boost your
memory, and make you more productive. If
it sounds like the ultimate life hack, you’re
not alone. There are pills that promise that
out there, but whether they work is
complicated. Here are the most popular
cognitive enhancers available, and what
science actually says about them.
Source: lifehacker.com
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How Space Rays Could Kill Us All
This video explains why Gamma Ray Bursts
from space could kill us all.
Source: thenextweb.com

Mapping an Imaginary World
Jerry Gretzinger has been drawing a giant map for more than 50 years.
Source: mentalfloss.com

Passwords Are on the Way Out, and
It's about Time
Source: scientificamerican.com

Browserprint
Are you uniquely identifiable?
Source: browserprint.info

Robotic Drosophila Melanogaster
ei: emotional intelligence
The story of an AI unit who is anything but
artificial.
Source: vimeo.com

It looks like a maggot because it moves like a maggot. But could you stomach
having them in your home?
Source: fastcodesign.com

The Tallest Godzilla Of Them All
The ‘Zilla that appears in Godzilla Resurgence is the tallest one to date.
But how does it stack up to the other Godzilla from over the years? This
is how.
Source: kotaku.com
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The Forbidden Crystal of Asteroid
Collisions
Crystals are pretty. They’re also pretty
interesting. They’re found in nature in
stunning variety, including all kinds of
bizarre shapes. I find a lot of these shapes
pleasing aesthetically due to their symmetry.
Some are box-shaped, some hexagonal …
but they’re all fascinating.
Source: slate.com

Les Spectateurs
In short sci-fi film Les Spectateurs, woman realizes a safe and boring life aboard a
mega-satellite, which resembles a depressingly beige suburban neighborhood, is not
what she truly desires. But the satellite is about to leave Earth’s orbit forever—so is it
too late for her to change her mind?
Source: vimeo.com

Glitch Art & Surreal Collages

Single Events Have Multiple Causes

Mike Parisella unveils his series of pastel
and acid-colored portraits of women. Pink
hair, lavande skin, mixed media surreal
collages, disco style and double exposure,
each one of his photograph brings its dose
of originality with a great sense of style.
Source: fubiz.net

Source: aeon.co

Captivating Digital Paintwaves
My Spotless Mind
Imagine purging life’s disturbing events. If
you could alter or mute your worst
memories would you still remain yourself?
Source: aeon.co

Ari Weinkle masters already for long a
various range of colors and digital
materials. Here is the new
demonstration of his digital art
technique. The fluid and gleaming
material spreads, stretches and
hypnotizes us a little more each time.
Source: fubiz.net

The Crazy Tech Airports Use to Track
Your Luggage
It's a journey just to start the journey.
Source: nextgov.com
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How Your Brain Learns Physics
A new study shows the brain repurposes
everyday neural networks to learn high-level
scientific concepts.
Source: scientificamerican.com

Trojan Horse? Cyber Horse!
Like in the legendary story of Troy,
the Cyber Horse stands at the front
gates of the Tel-Aviv cyber
conference auditorium. Like its
namesake, it conceals bad news and
is waiting for the doors to open.
Source: huffingtonpost.com

VisualRuler: Measure Objects in the
Real World
Did you forget your tape measure at home
but need to know if that discarded futon
will fit in your hatchback? I If you’re an iOS
user, VisualRuler can help.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Your Brain on Math
Have you ever wondered what your brain is
really doing as you sweat your way through
a math test? Now you can see for yourself,
thanks to a new brain imaging study from
Carnegie Mellon University that captured
the brain activity of people in the act of
solving math problems
Source: gizmodo.com

Cinema 3D
Your days of donning a pair of unsightly 3D glasses at the movies may one day be
behind you thanks to the bright minds at MIT.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Graubünden: The Village Phone
Promotion
Goodbye, VHS: a Visual Ode to
a Disappearing Format
Sphero SPRK Edition
More and more things in our life are
connected. Which also means they're
running code. Give your kid (or yourself) a
fun intro to coding with the Sphero SPRK
Edition.
Source: uncrate.com
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How many of these tapes did you
own? What memories do they bring
back?
Source: fastcodesign.com

There is a village so quiet in the
Graubünden region of Switzerland, that
when the single public telephone in the
village square rings, the entire village hears
it. It hosted a six-day long promo in Tschlin,
inviting people from around the world to
call the village-square telephone, where
each time a resident failed to pick up the
phone, the caller would win a Graubünden
vacation.
Source: youtube.com
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Strange & Poetic Series of a Lonely
Astronaut
David Schermann unveils a series that is
both poetic and intriguing, telling the story
of an astronaut not like the others. As the
astronaut Mark Watney, abandoned on
Mars in the film The Martian, this space
traveler is alone in the middle of a deserted
red landscape, as if he had failed in an
unknown land. At times he seems to indulge
in melancholy, lying among the tall red
grass before regaining hope, watching the
horizon with resolution, posted on the
reliefs that surround him.
Source: fubiz.net

A Map of Where the Internet Doesn't
Exist and How to Get There
It's a lot closer than you think.
Source: fastcodesign.com

'Kickass' Torrents Site Seized. What
Next?

A Weird and Wonderful 8-bit Dot Animation
Animator Mattis Dovier has created this super slick music video for Seoul-based duo
XXX, made up of producer FRNK and rapper Kim Ximya. Mattis has animated their
track, _Flight Attendant_, which tells the story of a man's mind-altering plane ride,
where he sees some weird and frightening sights. Told in his signature monochrome
8-bit animation style Mattis sees the plane as a metaphor. “It’s a symbol of freedom,
but it also symbolises our consumer society that appears perfect but if we look
closer, not at all,” explains the animator. “Taking the plane, the protagonist wants to
escape from reality, but he finds himself trapped in a nightmare.”
Source: itsnicethat.com

Should We Be Looking for Life
Elsewhere in the Universe?
As the number of “potentially
habitable” planets that astronomers
find continues to rise, we seem ever
closer to answering the question, “Are
we alone in the universe?” But should
we be looking for life elsewhere? If we
were to find life in one of these
worlds, should we try to contact any
beings who may live there? Is that
wise? Aomawa Shields navigates the
murky waters of pursuing curiosity.
Source: youtube.com

11 Designs That Rocked the World
Good design should be about solving a
problem and communicating a message, as
well as appealing to the eye. Truly great
design, used in the right way, can go
beyond that and influence people's
opinions and actions, the way they
interpret the world, and even the way they
live their lives.
Source: creativebloq.com

The feds seized the world's largest torrent
site this week. What happens next has
serious implications.
Source: wired.com
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Graphic Design Myths
Holobiont Urbanism
The city as a complex, adaptive, biological
superstructure
Source: creativeapplications.net

Before diving into the world of
graphic design, you should know a
few home truths. Just like any other
career, working as a graphic designer
certainly has its up and downs but
this infographic from
youthedesigner.com will help you to
easily work out the pros and cons.
Source: creativebloq.com

The Anatomy of Caricature

You’re No Longer the Genius,
You’re the Idiot

But is it Art?
Is computer art the same as human art?
Oliver Roeder seems to end up by arguing
that since humans write the programs, all
computer art is ultimately human art too.
Source: consciousentities.com

Running a creative team is often the
complete opposite to being a
‘creative’. You have to get used to the
fact that you’re no longer the genius,
you’re the idiot. I’m not sure who, but
someone put it brilliantly when they
said: “take none of the credit and all
of the blame”.
Source: creativereview.co.uk

B/W Contorted Human Forms
Berlin-based photographer Lovis Ostenrik took black and white
pictures between nude beauty and strange aesthetic. In a total
minimalism, his series Vexconcav offers pictures of contorted
human bodies in an ultra-conceptual style, by working on the
emotions through body positions and movement.
Source: fubiz.net
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As a full-time freelancer, I'm used to
working across a range of styles and
drawing techniques. These include cartoon
stuff for animation, mascots, children's
books, medical-style technical illustrations,
portraits, pin-ups, caricatures and book
covers – topics that are both serious and
silly. One common factor in all of these is
an understanding of anatomy, whether it's
for a movie poster or a kid's comic. It's
even useful for adding humour. After all, it
can be handy to know where the funny
bone is.
Source: creativebloq.com
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Who Else is Using Your Social Media
Accounts?

Meet Graham, the Human Designed To Survive Car Crashes
If you want to be safe while driving, you're going to have to look like this guy.
Source: fastcoexist.com

If you’ve got a suspicion someone else has
gained access to your social media
accounts, it’s not difficult to check—and it
could mean you’re able to apply a
password change before any real damage
happens. In fact, it’s worth checking these
options regularly just to be sure your
Facebook and Twitter accounts are
completely yours.
Source: fieldguide.gizmodo.com

The Intelligence Spectrum Explained,
From Jellyfish to Mozart
Apparently, some elephants are as
intelligent as an eight-year-old child. This
and other sometimes-depressing,
sometimes-inspiring facts are in the latest
hilarious Casually Explained video on the
spectrum of intelligence.
Source: sploid.gizmodo.com

Facebook 2026
The Verge’s Casey Newton sat down with
Facebook’s CEO to talk drones, AI, virtual
reality, and building a bot to make him
toast.
Source: theverge.com

Google's Neural Network Terrifying Faces
Google's machine learning artist-in-residence trains a neural network to make
portraitsand unleash demons on the Internet, apparently.
Source: fastcodesign.com

The New Brain Cortex Map
A new map charts 180 regions of the
cerebral cortex. "If you want to find
out what the brain can do, you have
to understand how it is organized and
wired."
Source: futurity.org

Bubble Zoom
Google released a new version of the Play
Books Android app with a new feature
called Bubble Zoom.
Source: the-digital-reader.com
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How to Hide Your Smart Home on
the Darknet
The privacy-focused Tor Project backs a new
initiative that lets you use Tor to keep your
home's Internet-of-things devices hidden
from hackers.
Source: wired.com

How the Brain Builds Memory
Chains

Entering A Post-Device Era

Recollections of successive events
physically entangle each other when
brain cells store them
Source: scientificamerican.com

The new frontier in personal computing ay
be cloud services that run on less powerful
devices.
Source: fastcompany.com

Information You Should Never Post
Online
What do you post online? Do you share
your location, your home, your bank
details? Perhaps you share them
inadvertently? If you're unsure, check our
tips and tricks to avoid posting personal
information online.
Source: makeuseof.com

Life Before the Internet
Some things used to be easier—and some were a whole lot harder.
Source: dailydot.com

Computer Says: Oops
Two studies, one on neuroscience and one
on palaeoclimatology, cast doubt on
established results. First, neuroscience and
the reliability of brain scanning.
Source: economist.com

The End of Microservices
A post from the future, where building reliable and scalable production systems has
become as easy as, well, writing any other software.
Source: lightstep.com
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A World of Bureaucratic Dystopia
Ian Davis’ paintings fascinate in ritualistic
congress, graphically depicted in acrylic with
alarming and disconcerting uniformity.
These herds and hordes of men are dwarfed
by their monumental environs becoming
mere ant-like aggregate constituents in a
larger social machine. Through careful
composition Ian captures a simultaneously
endearing and disconcerting surrealism, as
their tiny forms gather en masse with rigid
geometry.
Source: itsnicethat.com

The Future Virtual-Reality Office
Say goodbye to Skype calls. Here are four ways VR technology is already shaping up
to change the future of work.
Source: fastcompany.com

The Allegory of the Cave

Digital Afterlife
A digital afterlife is likely to be available one
day, according to Michael Graziano, albeit
not for some time; his piece re-examines the
possibility of uploading consciousness, and
your own personality, into a computer.
Source: consciousentities.com

Inspired by the Allegory of the Cave
from Plato, till today's quantum
physics and multiverse theories, a
visual essay about perception and
knowledge as reflection of our reality.
Source: vimeo.com

How to Hide Anything

The Mystery of Urban Psychosis
Why are paranoia and schizophrenia
more common in cities?
Source: theatlantic.com

How To Hide Anything, by Michael Connor
(Paladin Press, 1984). The entire book can
be viewed or downloaded for free at
archive.org. With little effort and expense,
you can hide cash, armaments and even
family from the menacing eyes of burglars,
terrorists or anyone.
Source: weirduniverse.net

Pointerpointer
PointerPointer, a website that shows
pictures of people pointing to your pointer.
Source: pointerpointer.com
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Bunny Magic
It's the oldest magic trick in the book pulling a rabbit from a hat. What can go
wrong?
Source: vimeo.com

Augmented Humans: Next Great Frontier, or Battleground?
Before you dismiss it as pure science fiction, consider how close augmented human
technologies are to radically leaping forward, and into the mainstream – and the
issues they could realistically cause.
Source: nextgov.com

Training Computers to Find Future
Criminals
Richard Berk says his algorithms take the
bias out of criminal jutice. But could they
make it worse?
Source: bloomberg.com

Facebook's Zombie Phones Army
Facebook's test lockers are like a scene
from a sci-fi movie.
Source: dailydot.com

Harnessing Light for Wireless
Communications
This new optical detector could simplify
the technology behind free-space laser
communication, paving the way for
low-cost connectivity in unconnected
areas.
Source: code.facebook.com

Motionography
If you've never heard of motionography,
don't worry - it's a relatively new term.
Here's what you can learn from the
evolving art form.
Source: makeuseof.com

Space Law & Outer Space Treaties
How to Flirt on Facebook
It's not just for catfishing.
Source: dailydot.com
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Questions about jurisdiction, property
rights and damages by space junk are
covered under various treaties and
principles.
Source: space.com
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In the Future you Will Own Nothing
and Have Access to Everything

Porter Des Choses / Wearing Things
Animated short Concept / Design / Animation: Helmut Breineder Michelle Martins
Sound: Natascha / Peter Thomas Audiojungle Enjoy the show, and stay for the AAfter
Party!
Source: vimeo.com

In 1988 Kevin Kelly edited Signal, a book
about “Communications Tools for the
Information Age.” With articles about smart
phones, artificial life, computer viruses,
interactive literature, online databases,
teleconferencing, image processing, and
the “world information
economy,” Signal was years ahead of its
time.
Source: boingboing.net

The Great Lightbulb Conspiracy
The Phoebus cartel engineered a shorterlived lightbulb and gave birth to planned
obsolescence
Source: spectrum.ieee.org

Beyond the Blue Horizon
Source: vimeo.com

Polaroid Swing
Tiny1

The Mind of an Architect

The Tiny1 is a point-and-shoot
designed for astrophotography.
Source: fastcodesign.com

The company is hoping their 60 fps minimovie will become your new photo app of
choice.
Source: mentalfloss.com

Source: 99percentinvisible.org
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Mapping the Brain
It takes both science and art to make
sense of the organ’s complexities.
Source: nextgov.com

'In the Eyes of the Animal' VR
Project
Fancy a visit to the woods, to get in
touch with nature by glimpsing life
through the eyes of an animal? Well if
you want to do so without tripping on
peyote, you may want to book a trip to
Wales in the UK — where a new VR
experience called “In the Eyes of the
Animal” is currently playing.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Instagram Interactions in Real Life
YouTube channel Haugen Creative has
created a humorous video showing how
unusual it would be to interact with
Instagram in the world around you.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Here’s How the World Could End
and What We Can Do About it
In a dingy apartment building, insulated by
layers of hanging rugs, the last family on
Earth huddles around a fire, melting a pot
of oxygen. Ripped from the sun’s warmth
by a rogue dark star, the planet has been
exiled to the cold outer reaches of the solar
system. The lone clan of survivors must
venture out into the endless night to
harvest frozen atmospheric gases that have
piled up like snow.
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

How to Completely Disappear From
the Internet
If privacy concerns and online reputation
management are too much of a burden
for you, consider these tips for erasing
your online existence altogether.
Source: inc.com

Don't You Know You're Queen
Source: vimeo.com

Driver Behaviours In A World of
Autonomous Mobility
These are the behaviours and practices
that will mainstream in our self-driving
urban landscape.
Source: medium.com
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Alexa: the Dating Bot for
Facebook Messenger
The dating bot for Facebook Messenger
Source: meetalexa.com

Philosophy Visualized with Mapping
Software
A detailed mapping of the entire discipline
of philosophy, created by an enterprising
French grad student, Valentin Lageard.
Source: openculture.com
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IoT and Problems: the Issues That
Bedevil Any New Tech
How Terrorists Use Encryption
As powerful encryption increasingly becomes embedded in electronic devices and
online messaging apps, Islamist terrorists are exploiting the technology to
communicate securely and store information. Legislative efforts to help law
enforcement agencies wrestle with the phenomenon of “going dark” will never lead
to a return to the status quo ante, however. With the code underlying end-to-end
encryption now widely available, unbreakable encryption is here to stay. However, the
picture is not wholly bleak. While end-to-end encryption itself often cannot be
broken, intelligence agencies have been able to hack the software on the ends and
take advantage of users’ mistakes.
Source: ctc.usma.edu

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an amazing
technology concept that, for a long time,
was just a dream. Now, this technology has
taken the world by storm, and it is growing
with incredible speed. Morgan Stanley
actually predicts that by 2020 there will be
75 billion connected devices.
Source: readwrite.com

Is the Internet Being Ruined?
It’s a remarkable ecosystem that allows
each of us to exercise control over our
lives. But how much control do we truly
have? How many of our decisions are
really being made by Google and
Facebook and Apple? And, perhaps most
importantly: is the Internet’s true potential
being squandered?
Source: freakonomics.com

Miraj
Miraj is a new Apple TV app by Sosolimited that renders custom, animated mandalas
into your television from words spoken into your remote. Utter the word "pizza" and a
kaleidoscope of pepperoni and cheese will echo through your screen. Proclaim "Crying
Jordan!" and watch your screen weep. The app itself scrapes images from the web,
then processes them through a graphics engine built from open-source Cinder
graphics.
Source: vimeo.com

Spatial Bodies
Closer Than We Think
Closer Than We Think by Arthur
Radebaugh is a comic strip largely
forgotten today, but it featured the very
best of flying cars and jetpacks from the
Golden Age of futurism. The pulpy time
capsule ran in over 200 newspapers from
1958 until 1963.
Source: vimeo.com

Spatial Bodies depicts the
urban landscape and
architectural bodies as an
autonomous living and selfreplicating organism.
Domesticated and cultivated
only by its own nature. A vast
concrete vegetation,
oscillating between order and
chaos.
Source: vimeo.com
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OverType: The Over-The-Top
Typewriter Simulator
After the End
What’s worse than being alone on a postapocalyptic Earth? Being stuck with
someone you absolutely can’t stand. This
short animation, After the End from Sam
Southward, shows what happens when
the last two men on Earth battle it out for
a sex doll, all while doing a bunch of
drugs, drinking a bunch of alcohol, and
annoying the hell out of each other.
Warning: there’s some NSFW animated
bits.
Source: vimeo.com

OverType simulates, to an undesirable
degree of accuracy, the experience of
using a mechanical typewriter. You can
have three fonts, one of which is IBM's
classic Courier, set the degree to which
you want your typewriter to be broken,
and the state of your ribbon ink. You
cannot delete—but there is correction
paper
Source: uniqcode.com

Everything You Should Know About Windows Product Keys
25 characters govern your Windows system. Your product key is worth $100 or more,
whether or not you upgraded to Windows 10. We explain what you can and can't do
with your Windows license.
Source: makeuseof.com

•hathor|room•
Source: vimeo.com

Shapecatcher: Unicode Character
Recognition
You need to find a specific Unicode
character? With Shapecatcher you can
search through a database of characters by
simply drawing your character into a box. It
can find the most similar character shapes
for your drawing.
Source: shapecatcher.com

How to Stay Anonymous Online
A new MIT system combines mix networks,
onion encryption, verifiable shuffle, and
authentication cryptography to enable
secure, efficient anonymity network.
Source: news.mit.edu

The State of Digital Freedom

The Quantum Origin of Time
In our experience the past is the past and
the future is the future, but sometimes the
two can cross over
Source: bbc.com
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People are fascinated by the
relationship between free will and a
pre-destined path. This relationship has
never been more interesting than in
today’s digital world, where the ultimate
goal of most companies is to
personalize their web content based on
your demographic data and known
preferences.
Source: techcrunch.com

10 Internet Commandments (for
Kids Going Online)
Unlike in previous generations, kids are
growing up with the Internet as part of
their lives. As a parent, this opens up a
whole new world of challenges.
Source: makeuseof.com
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The Ray-Cat Solution

100 Years of Dada, the Avant-Garde Movement
On July 14th, 1916, writes the New York Times‘ Corinna da Fonseca-Wollheim, “the
poet Hugo Ball proclaimed the manifesto for a new movement. Its name: Dada. Its
aim: to ‘get rid of everything that smacks of journalism, worms, everything nice and
right, blinkered, moralistic, europeanised, enervated.
Source: openculture.com

HMD Eye-Interaction for AR and VR
Technology

Inventing the Future:
Postcapitalism and a World
Without Work
Neoliberalism isn’t working. Austerity is
forcing millions into poverty and many
more into precarious work, while the left
remains trapped in stagnant political
practices that offer no respite. Inventing
the Future is a bold new manifesto for
life after capitalism.
Source: kurzweilai.net

In 1981, the US Department of Energy and
the civil engineering company Bechtel Corp
assembled a task force to help tackle
the problem of how to warn future humans
to stay away from radioactive nuclear waste
sites thousands of years into the future.
Perhaps the strangest solution came from
the French author Françoise Bastide and
the Italian semiologist Paolo Fabbri, who
proposed genetically engineering cats
to change colour in response to radiation,
and creating a mythology of danger
around those cats. An exploration of
unusually creative problem-solving, the
French director Benjamin Huguet’s film
probes how the once-obscure, decades-old
‘ray-cat solution’ has recently found new
life.
Source: aeon.co

The Units of Thought
Source: consciousentities.com

Executives are from Mars,
Designers are from Venus
Company leadership and creatives may
seem like they're from different planets.
Using these frameworks will help
executives bridge the divide and get the
most from their design teams.
Source: inc.com

Eyefluence synchronizes biology and
technology to deliver eye-interaction user
interfaces for the HMD industry (headmounted displays).
Source: eyefluence.com

The Lonely City: Adventures in the
Art of Being Alone
Loneliness is personal, and it is also
political. Loneliness is collective... We are in
this together, this accumulation of scars..
Source: brainpickings.org
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Facebook’s Secret Conversations
Facebook began today (Friday, July 8)
rolling out a new beta-version feature for
Messenger called “Secret Conversations,”
allowing for “one-to-one secret
conversations … that will be end-to-end
encrypted and which can only be read on
one device of the person you’re
communicating with.
Source: kurzweilai.net

The World’s Biggest Viral Video Experiment

The 'Einstein's Riddle'

So, how do you make a viral video? Well, a team from Australia has spent 2 years
trying to find out, and nailed it… From shark attacks, to lightning strikes, bears chasing
snowboarders, to drones falling into Burning Man – the world watched, they shared
and then they argued like hell over their authenticity.
Source: digitalbuzzblog.com

Einstein didn't write it, but it's still a great
puzzle.
Source: mentalfloss.com

For Our Cockroaches
A UFO abductee lands back on earth - a
suburbia which is far more alien to him
than any other planet.
Source: vimeo.com

Machine Money and People Money
A Conversation about Universal Basic Income with John Maynard Keynes and Paul
Buchheit.
Source: medium.com
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Google VR: The Future of 3D
Animation
Everyone is talking about how VR is the
future, but to date there really hasn’t been
the uptake to make that notion real.
Source: digitalbuzzblog.com
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Comical Photographical
Illustrations About Facebook
Vocabulary
This is Your Brain on Silence
Contrary to popular belief, peace and
quiet is all about the noise in your head.
Source: nautil.us

Social network tend to occupy such a
huge part of our lives that they end up
with their own specific vocabulary that
people who don’t use them may not
understand directly. Visual artist from
Berlin Nicolas Ritter decided to play
with some clichés or situations that are
now usual online, in an artistic project
titled The Social Network.
Source: fubiz.net

The End of your
Undivided Attention
Many things have sought to capture your
undivided attention, but that might be the
ghost of a goal in today’s reality. We’re less
attentive than goldfish; even our best and
brightest can’t focus; and we’re more likely
than ever to be paying less than full
attention in even circumstances where
distraction can be deadly.
Source: techcrunch.com

The UNIX Philosophy
Source: catb.org

This is What Happens When you
Reply to Spam Email
Suspicious emails: unclaimed insurance
bonds, diamond-encrusted safe deposit
boxes, close friends marooned in a foreign
country. They pop up in our inboxes.
Source: youtube.com

Your Phone Has an FM Chip. So Why Can’t You Listen to the Radio?
Virtually all smartphones have FM chipsets inside, but you're probably locked out of
using it.
Source: wired.com

Project Malmo

Children of the Null
"This is the new world, and you children
must be ready for it."
Source: vimeo.com

Marty the Robot

Project Malmo is a platform for Artificial
Intelligence experimentation and research
built on top of Minecraft.
Source: microsoft.com

Introducing Marty: The mini walking
robot that costs little but does a lot.
Source: robotical.io
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How to be a Gmail Power User

The Age of Rust
Set in the beautiful environment of the Alps, The Age of Rust is a mockumentary film
about the relationship between human beings and our planet, documenting the
incredible “Petramosaurus Cavator,” or Excavators.
Source: vimeo.com

The Internet has been trying to kill email
for forever and so far, it’s not doing a good
job. Why else would there be so many
guides and articles out there teaching you
how to achieve Zero Inbox or how to be a
Gmail power user?
Source: hongkiat.com

This is Bananas!

Mogees Play
A music and technology company called
Mogees has created a smart sensor that
transforms any object into an instrument.
Source: mentalfloss.com

Key Trends in Machine Learning
and AI
You can hardly talk to a technology
executive or developer today without
talking about artificial intelligence,
machine learning or bots.
Source: techcrunch.com

Null Island
A few hundred miles off the coast of Ghana is Null
Island—the point of zero longitude and zero latitude.
It’s not a real island in the physical sense, but data,
photos, and whole people have been there, if only for
a little while. How they got there comes down to
shoddy programming.
Source: sploid.gizmodo.com
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Bananas don’t grow everywhere, but you
can get them anywhere. A true icon of the
fruit family, courtesy of the innovators at
banana co. A natural wonder. A truth
fantastic. Life creates and we react.
‘Bananas’ is about the conscious and
subconscious. Reality and surreality. A
reflection of life, a personification of the
immediacy in the way we conduct
ourselves.
Source: vimeo.com
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Why Exhaustion is not Unique to
our Overstimulated Age
Is ours the most exhausting age ever?
Many sociologists, psychologists and
cultural critics argue that the rapid spread
of exhaustion syndromes such as
depression, stress and burnout are
consequences of modernity and its
challenges.
Source: aeon.co

The Tyranny of Messaging and
Notifications

Your 24-Hour Guide to Living a
Smarter Day
A personalised interactive infographic
to uncover the hidden rhythms
governing your life.
Source: bbc.com

How to Use the Unicode 9.0
Emoji on your iPhone
Source: dailydot.com

No Man's Sky
No Man’s Sky is a game about exploration
and survival in an infinite procedurally
generated galaxy.
Source: youtube.com

Why We Love Illusions
Check out the Best Illusions of the
Year here.
Source: scientificamerican.com

Up until just a few years ago, I got around
350 emails a day, which presented me
with an exhausting, time-consuming daily
task that I grumbled about plenty. Now,
because of social media and messaging
services, that number has been cut by
more than half. But things are actually
worse.
Source: theverge.com

How Space Travel Will Change in
the Next Decade
So long, space race; hello, international
cooperation. Here are 11 ways we can
expect space programs to change over
the next 10 years.
Source: mentalfloss.com

The Art of 'Mad Max: Fury Road'
Well known in the comic book and feature film disciplines, Peter Pound's work shocks,
inspires and seeks to illuminate the darkest fears of our personal and social
conscience.
Source: peterpound.com.au
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The Secret Link Between Jazz and
Physics
Scientists need hobbies. The grueling
work of navigating complex theory and
the politics of academia can get to a
person, even one as laid back as
Dartmouth professor and astrophysicist
Stephon Alexander.
Source: openculture.com

Robot War and the Future of
Perceptual Deception
“All warfare is based on deception,” wrote
Sun Tzu, the ancient Chinese strategist, in
“The Art of War.” As far as we know, Sun
Tzu never grappled with the specific
problems of electronic image processing
by machines, but the principle still holds
in modern times. If war is based on
deception, future wars are going to
involve tricks to fool robots.
Source: bldgblog.com

A Beautiful Quest: The Search for a Unified Theory
The search for a single overarching theory of nature that describes all the fundamental
physical forces and particles has been the major thrust of modern physics. Are we
about to reach this elusive goal, or is it turning into a quixotic quest that needs to be
abandoned?
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

Visually Indicated Sounds
Materials make distinctive sounds when
they are hit or scratched — dirt makes a
thud; ceramic makes a clink. These
sounds reveal aspects of an object's
material properties, as well as the force
and motion of the physical interaction.
Source: vis.csail.mit.edu

The Cyborg Stingray
An international team of researchers has
developed an eerily realistic robotic
stingray that blurs the line between animal
and machine. Fueled by light-activated
heart cells, the cyborg fish could inspire the
development of futuristic medical devices
and incredibly life-like synthetic animals.
Source: gizmodo.com

Forget Keywords: Search With
Rudimentary Sketches
Researchers develop deep learning system
which can recognize your sketches, and use
them to search for products for you.
Source: digitaltrends.com
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Virtual Soft-Bodied Underwater
Creatures

The Budapest Smile Club
An epidemic of suicide sweeps through Budapest, and the city tries to stop it in an
odd way: by creating a “Smile Club”, where people are taught to smile again.
Source: vintag.es

Using computer simulations to model how
virtual creatures evolve over time is a pretty
standard research tool, but rarely does the
process look — and sound — so strangely
trippy. In the video above, you can see a
number of soft-bodied animals going for a
swim underwater. They've been designed
by computer, and we can only hope the
background music was chosen by a
machine too. It's the kind of muzak that's
hard to even categorize. We'd call it, what,
soft rock, maybe? Funk lite? Surf chill??
Source: theverge.com

Psychedelic Space Age

Code of Ethics on Human
Augmentation
Source: kurzweilai.net

A retro space age feel, Paul Paetzel’s
illustrations take us to a place where
hover cars and robot waiters are the
norm. His fantastical images are dressed
in an array of wild, psychedelic colours
that clash and complement each other.
Source: itsnicethat.com

Pokémon Go
A debate about the Pokémon Go app.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Godzilactus!
When the terrifying alien entity known as
Godzilactus arrives, you, your planet, and
your grooves are all doomed. To be
honest, I’m not sure whether this is a very
short rock opera or a very long music
video, but this Godzilla/Galactus mash-up
is such a fantastic design that I want a
giant, preposterously expensive vinyl toy
of him immediately.
Source: io9.gizmodo.com

Striking Geometric Tattoos Spanning the Body
The Webby Award-winning arts magazine founded by Scene360. Covering fine art,
tattoo, graffiti, design, and cinema.
Source: illusion.scene360.com
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Consciousness: the Mind Messing
With the Mind
A paper in The British Medical Journal in
December reported that cognitive
behavioral therapy — a means of coaxing
people into changing the way they think
— is as effective as Prozac or Zoloft in
treating major depression. In ways no one
understands, talk therapy reaches down
into the biological plumbing and affects
the flow of neurotransmitters in the brain.
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

Vintage WTFs
Source: vintage-ads.livejournal.com

The Creepiest Robots on the
Internet
Robots are getting more life-like by the
minute, but we'll have to wait some more
before they start getting a little less
creepy.
Source: thenextweb.com

The Passcode Riddle
Source: youtube.com

Stacked: Jigsaw Meets Electronics
Source: yankodesign.com

Unpleasant Design and
Hostile Urban
Architecture
Benches in parks, train
stations, bus shelters and
other public places are
meant to offer seating, but
only for a limited duration.
Many elements
of such seats are subtly or
overtly restrictive. Arm
rests, for instance, indeed
provide spaces to rest
arms, but they also prevent
people from lying down or
sitting in anything but a
prescribed position.
Source: 99percentinvisible.
org
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Bitcoin and Blockchain Technology
Explained
A block chain is a transaction database
shared by all nodes participating in a
system based on the Bitcoin protocol.
Source: youtube.com

Whatever Happened to Cloning?
In the 20 years since Dolly the sheep’s birth, the still controversial technology is
making advances. These articles cover the latest developments.
Source: scientificamerican.com

The Drake Equation

AGAIN
Understanding the impact of AI
Source: thenextweb.com

If you couldn't die, what would happen?
“AGAIN” is a 2D short animation that
explores the idea that life is a series of
meaningless routines.
Source: vimeo.com

Since the 1960s, the Drake Equation has
been used to predict how many
communicative extraterrestrial civilizations
exist in the Milky Way galaxy. Along these
same lines, a new formula seeks to
estimate the frequency at which life
emerges on a planet—a calculation that
might allow us to figure out the likelihood
of life arising elsewhere in the universe.
Source: gizmodo.com

A 'Fantastical World' in London's
HS2 Railway Tunnels
RCA graduate Ciaran Scannell imagines an
underground swimming pool and a home
for London's Symphony Orchestra in an
extension to England's HS2 network.
Source: dezeen.com

When Should Hacking Be Legal?
A group of academics and journalists say a federal computer-fraud law criminalizes
their work.
Source: nextgov.com
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The Koski Game
These simple, wooden blocks designed by
Royal College of Art graduate Václav
Mlynář's contain a bridge to a hidden
world that can only be unlocked by iPad.
Source: dezeen.com

Nuclear Nightmare DC
What would happen if terrorists exploded a crude nuclear bomb in Washington DC?
Watch Bill Perry's nuclear nightmare.
Source: youtube.com

Planting Inception-Style Experiences
Into People’s Brains
A new research project has demonstrated
that it is possible to plant simple subliminal
messages in people’s minds without their
knowledge.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Augmented Reality Has No Clothes
AR/VR continue to buzz hotly as contenders for the next wave of computing. Techindustry pundits predict enormous future markets based on speculation that AR.
Source: techcrunch.com

Sources of Randomness
Seriously, Nations, Stop Switching
Off the Damn Internet
Online freedom resolution passes despite
best efforts by Russia, China et al
Source: theregister.co.uk
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Easy Web Accessibility Guidelines
If you're an innovative educator,
chances are you publish work on the
web. If you publish work on the web,
chances are you want others to read
that work. If you want others to read
that work, then you need to make it
accessible.
Source: theinnovativeeducator.blogsp
ot.com

Since computers—fundamentally
deterministic machines designed to follow
set procedures—cannot deliver true
randomness, we must source our entropy
Source: the physical world. Here’s a
sampling of the real-world sources of
randomness we’ve exploited over the years.
Source: mentalfloss.com
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Why Tech Support is (Purposely)
Unbearable
Worse, just as you suspected, companies
know the torture they are putting you
through, with cable and mobile service
providers the most egregious offenders.
Source: nytimes.com

Why Won't the Password Die ?
Passwords need to die—so why can't
we kill them off?
Source: dailydot.com

Hippopolis
Source: vimeo.com

For Everyone
The imagination is a powerful thing, and
what it creates may in fact be powerful
beyond our imagining. That was certainly
the case with Sir Tim Berners-Lee and the
World Wide Web, the creation of which is
documented in a new short film,
“Foreveryone.net,” which was directed by
Jessica Yu and is currently showing at the
Seattle International Film Festival.
Source: techcrunch.com

Welcome to the Library of Technomadics: Technomadic & Gonzo
Engineering
Source: microship.com

100 100-word Stories About the
Uneasy Sense of Living in the
Uncanny Valley

Marvels of Things Created and
Miraculous Aspects of Things
Existing
Images from an illustrated Persian
translation, thought to hail from 17thcentury Mughal India, of Zakariya alQazwini's medieval treatise on all things
wondrous.
Source: publicdomainreview.org

A collection of one hundred SF short
stories, each of them one hundred
words long.
Source: boingboing.net

How to Destroy your Digital
History
What really happens when you hit
“delete” on a file on your computer?
Source: bbc.com

SSL is Not a Badge of Total Security
Although SSL is an encryption protocol (or
a security measure in general) to cover up
or protect active traffic between a user and
a web server, it can’t prevent
eavesdropping.
Source: deepdotweb.com

Inside
Source: vimeo.com
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The Spying Tor Nodes
When it comes to accessing public
websites, Tor has an intrinsic security
problem: though the nodes between your
computer and the public internet are
unable to see where the traffic is coming
from or going to, the final hop in the
network (known as an exit node) gets to
know what web server you are connecting
to.
Source: boingboing.net

I2P: Invisible Internet Protocol
I2P is an anonymous network, exposing a simple layer that applications can use to
anonymously and securely send messages to each other. The network itself is strictly
message based (a la IP), but there is a library available to allow reliable streaming
communication on top of it (a la TCP). All communication is end to end encrypted (in
total there are four layers of encryption used when sending a message), and even the
end points ("destinations") are cryptographic identifiers (essentially a pair of public
keys).
Source: geti2p.net

Using AI to Solve Real Human
Problems
In the last few years, a series of
spectacular research results have drawn
the world’s attention to the field of
machine learning. Excitement for AI hasn’t
been so white hot intense since the onset
of the last AI Winter. But, despite the
explosion of interest, most people are
paying attention to the wrong research.
And, in the process, they’re missing the
work of a small set of researchers who are
quietly building the foundation we’ll need
to use machine learning to actually solve
real human problems.
Source: medium.com
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The Laws of Mixed Reality (Without the Rose-Colored Glasses)
The future of human consciousness will be a hybrid affair. We will live and work in a
ubiquitous computing environment, where physical reality and a pervasive digital layer
mix seamlessly according to the logic of software and the richness of highly contextual
data. This is mixed reality (MR) — and it will soon simply be reality: projected onto our
mind’s eye, always on, always connected, and deeply personalized.
Source: 3quarksdaily.com
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Entropy Explains How Life Can
Come From Randomness
Scientists are scouring the universe for
evidence of extraterrestrial life, but have
you ever wondered how life began on
Earth? Let physicist David Kaplan explain
in the latest installment of Quanta’s “In
Theory” video series. Hint: it’s all because
of increasing entropy.
Source: gizmodo.com

This 'Hourglass' Liquid Battery Runs
on Gravity

Is Infinity Real?
Hilbert’s Hotel, an incredibly thin
triangle and an elliptical pool table help
us test the concept of infinity in the
physical world.
Source: quantamagazine.org

Scientists at MIT have designed an
ingenious new concept for a battery that
operates on the same fundamental
principal as an hourglass—it relies on
gravity to generate energy. They described
the device in a recent paper for Energy and
Environmental Science.
Source: gizmodo.com

Soft Crash
The concept was inspired by an unusual
2004 card game: at the point where one
player should have won, the few
remaining cards kept circulating endlessly
in limited permutations.
Source: vimeo.com

Virtual Reality in Education: a History
Virtual reality is, once again, being heralded as a technology poised to transform
education. I say “once again” because virtual reality has long been associated with
such promises.
Source: hackeducation.com

Implanting Thoughts in People's Minds
In a new scientific study, McGill University
researcher Jay Olson combined stage magic
with psychology to make people think that an
fMRI machine (actually a fake) could read their
minds and implant thoughts in their heads.
Source: digest.bps.org.uk
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How ‘Advantage Players’ Game the
Casinos
They’re not cheaters. Instead, they hone
the sharpest (legal) edge they can.
Source: nytimes.com

Build Your Own Virtual Pet Cube
Virtual pets might be 20 years out of style, but if you’re looking for a miniature
desktop friend, Adafruit has a guide to build a little emoting creature you can call
your own.
Source: lifehacker.com
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TED Talks, but Anonymous:
"Sincerely, X" is a New Podcast
Meant for Secret Big Ideas

Online Antisocial Media

Watch Thoughts Form in the
Brain

Top 8 Russian Social Networks
(and What Makes Them Great)

How to Digitally Erase All Your
Stuff When You Quit Your Job

Why you Should Adopt New
Tech Before Everyone Else

Visualizing the State of Global
Internet Connectivity

How to Torrent Safely and
Legally

Why Humans Feel Empathy
Towards Robots

https://www.fastcoexist.com/3063100/
world-changing-ideas/ted-talks-butanonymous-sincerely-x-is-a-newpodcast-meant-for-secret-b

http://www.nextgov.com/mobile/2016
/08/visualizing-state-global-internetconnectivity/130863/

http://nautil.us/issue/35/boundaries/w
hy-physics-is-not-a-discipline

http://www.digitaltrends.com/features
/dt10-the-human-body/

Why People Collect Art

http://www.digitaltrends.com/cooltech/facial-recognition-hack/

HelloMind: Retrain your Brain

Why Physics Is Not a Discipline
The Twitter Parasite

http://thenextweb.com/twitter/2016/0
8/18/twitter-follow-unfollow-spamsucks/

The MIT Self-Assembly Lab

https://www.fastcodesign.com/306276
5/from-mit-a-cell-phone-that-buildsitself

Beyond the Black Box:
Quantum Computing Explained
http://www.nextgov.com/emergingtech/2016/08/beyond-black-boxquantum-computingexplained/130818/

The Evolution of Hacking

http://www.tripwire.com/state-ofsecurity/security-dataprotection/cyber-security/theevolution-of-hacking/

Cyborgs are Already Here

Facebook Photos as Biometric
Data Risk

The Secret Skylines of HighMagnification Computer Chips

http://boingboing.net/2016/08/18/the
-secret-skylines-of-high-ma.html

Fractals Among Us

http://hackaday.com/2016/08/18/fract
als-among-us/

The First Church of the
Singularity: Roko’s Basilik

http://www.kurzweilai.net/the-firstchurch-of-the-singularity-rokosbasilik

How our Need for Connection
Pushes Tech Further

http://thenextweb.com/insider/2016/0
8/17/how-the-need-for-connectionpushes-tech-further/

http://www.digitaltrends.com/cooltech/humanoid-robots-why-theyexist/
https://aeon.co/essays/what-drivesart-collectors-to-buy-and-displaytheir-finds

http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/
hellomind-hypnotherapy-app-news/

This Pyramid Sculpture is an
Interface for Brain-to-Brain
Communication

https://www.fastcodesign.com/306320
3/this-pyramid-sculpture-is-aninterface-for-brain-to-braincommunication

Origami Organisms!

http://www.yankodesign.com/2016/08
/24/origami-organisms/

Failed and Crazy Vintage
Gadgets That Time Forgot

http://www.vintag.es/2016/08/11failed-and-crazy-vintage-gadgets.html

Can we Make Consciousness
Into an Engineering Problem?

https://aeon.co/essays/can-we-makeconsciousness-into-an-engineeringproblem

Bodies Electric

https://aeon.co/essays/the-victoriansbequeathed-us-their-idea-of-anelectric-future

The 'Conjunction Fallacy'

What Do You Know About
Identity Theft?

How Your Online Data is Being
Used Right Now

The Mystery Noise Driving the
World Mad

http://boingboing.net/2016/08/25/ho
w-you-can-avoid-committing-t.html

http://mentalfloss.com/article/84790/
11-ways-your-online-data-beingused-right-now

Organisms Might be Quantum
Machines

http://mentalfloss.com/node/84488/ta
ke

http://www.bbc.com/future/story/201
60811-the-mystery-noise-driving-theworld-mad

The Ultimate Brain Map

http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/2016
0715-organisms-might-be-quantummachines

https://aeon.co/videos/after-acentury-of-trying-have-scientistssuccessfully-mapped-the-humanbrain

http://www.dailydot.com/layer8/keystr
oke-recognition-wifi-signal/

http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/sa
-visual/data-visualization-andfeelings/

How your Wi-Fi Signal can
Expose Everything you Type

Dear Internet: It’s Time to Fix
This Mess You Made

http://www.wired.com/2016/08/openletter-to-the-internet/

Handwriting Replicating
Software

http://gizmodo.com/new-softwarecan-perfectly-forge-handwriting1785498598

How to Make People See the
Impossible

http://www.bbc.com/future/story/201
60822-how-tricksters-make-you-tosee-what-they-want-you-to-see

Yuval Noah Harari: "We Are
Probably One of the Last
Generations of Homo Sapiens."
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk37171171

The Existential Fallacy: the Most
Logical Fallacy of All
http://boingboing.net/2016/08/26/the
-most-logical-logical-falla.html

How Realistic Are Parallel
Worlds?

http://www.livescience.com/55883stranger-things-science-of-parallelworlds.html

Genetic Engineering Will
Change Everything Forever

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jA
hjPd4uNFY&feature=youtu.be

Why Phishing Works

http://www.tripwire.com/state-ofsecurity/risk-based-security-forexecutives/connecting-security-tothe-business/why-phishing-works/

Data Visualization and Feelings

Safe

https://vimeo.com/groups/indiefilm/vi
deos/177445743

Sci-Fi Legend William Gibson
on the Future of the World

String Theory Wars and
Philosophy

http://www.3quarksdaily.com/3quarks
daily/2016/08/string-theory-warsamong-physicists-have-highlightedjust-how-much-science-needsphilosophy-and-not-.html

Can A Robot Feel?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k
7M4b_9PJ-g&feature=youtu.be

Inside the Mind of Werner
Herzog

http://www.3quarksdaily.com/3quarks
daily/2016/08/inside-the-mind-ofwerner-herzog-luddite-master-of-theinternet.html

What Machines Know:
Surveillance Anxiety and
Digitizing the World

http://www.3quarksdaily.com/3quarks
daily/2016/08/what-machines-knowsurveillance-anxiety-and-digitizingthe-world.html

Omote

http://boingboing.net/2016/08/06/ele
ctronic-makeup.html

False Memories

http://io9.gizmodo.com/ask-sci-filegend-william-gibson-where-theheck-he-thin-1784987666

http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/mi
nd-guest-blog/what-experts-wishyou-knew-about-false-memories/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z
zaNq2ueQAY&feature=youtu.be

http://mewo2.com/notes/terrain/

Make Heat

Fantasy Map Generator

Rubik’s Spark

Pokémon GO: Beginner's Guide,
Tips & Tricks

North Sense

Ransom Note Generator

http://www.digitaltrends.com/cooltech/rubiks-spark/
http://www.digitaltrends.com/cooltech/cyborg-north-sense/

Codex Silenda

http://www.digitaltrends.com/cooltech/codex-silenda-puzzle-book/

Dangers of Pokemon Go

http://www.lifehack.org/448373/5dangers-pokemon

This Planet or Some Other
Planet
https://vimeo.com/177766271

Quantum Correlations and
Instant Causation

http://www.3quarksdaily.com/3quarks
daily/2016/08/quantum-correlationsdo-not-imply-instant-causation.html

Trump as an Object Lesson in
the Problems of Machine
Learning

http://boingboing.net/2016/08/11/tru
mp-is-an-object-lesson-in-t.html

The Sun Comes Out at Night
https://vimeo.com/81850392

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d
BOa7MwXmqc&feature=youtu.be

http://boingboing.net/2016/08/03/ran
som-note-generator.html

Passwords Are on the Way Out,
and It's about Time

http://www.scientificamerican.com/arti
cle/passwords-are-on-the-way-outand-it-s-about-time/

How to Survive Working on the
Internet

http://www.creativebloq.com/advice/h
ow-to-survive-working-on-theinternet

Russia's Rise to Cyberwar
Superpower

http://www.dailydot.com/layer8/russia
-cyberwar-cyberattack-dnc-breachhistory/

The History of Email

https://eager.io/blog/history-ofemail/

Robotic Drosophila
Melanogaster

http://www.fastcodesign.com/306234
8/this-creepy-mechanical-maggotmay-be-the-future-of-robotics

Dungeon Morph

http://boingboing.net/2016/08/01/du
ngeon-morph-make-an-infinit.html

Impressive Kaleidoscopic
Murals

Browserprint

http://www.fubiz.net/en/2016/08/01/i
mpressive-kaleidoscopic-murals/

ei: emotional intelligence

https://vimeo.com/173594203

https://browserprint.info/

https://vimeo.com/channels/shortofth
eweek/176944387

The Forbidden Crystal of
Asteroid Collisions

http://www.slate.com/blogs/bad_astro
nomy/2016/07/26/asteroid_collisions_
create_a_forbidden_quasicrystal.html

Horrible Alternate Realities

http://io9.gizmodo.com/the-16-mosthorrible-alternate-realities1784081982

The Ultimate Ransomware
Website You Should Know
About

http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/theultimate-ransomware-website-youshould-know-about/

The 'Roasting' Cyberbullying
Trend

http://www.dailydot.com/unclick/expe
rt-warns-dangers-of-roasting/

A 'Kids Guide to the Internet' ...

http://boingboing.net/2016/08/02/wa
tch-this-helpful-kids-guid.html

Post or Not: Photo and Video
Recommendation Platform
http://www.postornot.com/

Quantum Music

http://www.wired.com/2016/07/quant
um-computers-dont-make-senseone-makes-music/

How Effective Are Nootropics
and 'Smart' Drugs?

http://lifehacker.com/how-effectiveare-nootropics-and-smart-drugs1784648058

Mapping an Imaginary World

http://mentalfloss.com/article/83934/
mapping-imaginary-world

How Space Rays Could Kill Us
All

http://thenextweb.com/shareables/20
16/08/01/space-rays/

User Memory Design: How To
Design For Experiences That
Last

https://www.smashingmagazine.com/
2016/08/user-memory-design-howto-design-for-experiences-that-last/

Instagram for Windows 95

http://thenextweb.com/creativity/2016
/08/01/instagram-windows-95/

Alter

http://gizmodo.com/this-robot-thatruns-entirely-off-a-neural-network-isc-1784649778

Captivating Digital Paintwaves

http://www.fubiz.net/en/2016/07/31/c
aptivating-digital-paintwaves/

Les Spectateurs

VisualRuler: Measure Objects in
the Real World

Single Events Have Multiple
Causes

Your Brain on Math

https://aeon.co/ideas/we-mustrecognise-that-single-events-havemultiple-causes

Cinema 3D

http://www.digitaltrends.com/cooltech/cinema-3d-glasses-mit-movies/

How Your Brain Learns Physics

http://www.scientificamerican.com/arti
cle/how-your-brain-learns-physics/

Glitch Art & Surreal Collages

http://www.fubiz.net/en/2016/07/29/g
litch-art-surreal-collages/

Trojan Horse? Cyber Horse!

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/gideo
n-amichay/cyber-horse2016_b_11069640.html

Sphero SPRK Edition

http://uncrate.com/stuff/sphero-sprkedition/

Graubünden: The Village Phone
Promotion
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d
qH_MCxrO1I&feature=youtu.be

A Weird and Wonderful 8-bit
Dot Animation

http://www.itsnicethat.com/articles/m
attis-dovier-xxx-flight-attendant250716

A Map of Where the Internet
Doesn't Exist and How to Get
There

http://www.fastcodesign.com/306212
5/a-map-of-where-the-internetdoesnt-exist-and-how-to-get-there

11 Designs That Rocked the
World

http://www.creativebloq.com/features
/11-designs-that-rocked-the-world

Holobiont Urbanism

http://www.creativeapplications.net/js/
holobiont-urbanism-city-as-acomplex-adaptive-biologicalsuperstructure/

Graphic Design Myths

http://www.creativebloq.com/news/to
p-10-myths-about-graphic-design

The Tallest Godzilla Of Them All
http://kotaku.com/the-tallestgodzilla-of-them-all-1784634789

My Spotless Mind

https://aeon.co/essays/would-youpurge-bad-memories-from-yourbrain-if-you-could

http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/
visual-ruler-ios-app/
http://gizmodo.com/these-are-thefour-stages-of-your-brain-on-math1784543158

The Crazy Tech Airports Use to
Track Your Luggage

http://www.nextgov.com/mobile/2016
/07/video-crazy-tech-airports-usetrack-your-luggage/130233/

Should We Be Looking for Life
Elsewhere in the Universe?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S
gLO10cUC1M

Strange & Poetic Series of a
Lonely Astronaut

http://www.fubiz.net/en/2016/07/29/s
trange-poetic-series-of-a-lonelyastronaut/

Goodbye, VHS: a Visual Ode to
a Disappearing Format

http://www.fastcodesign.com/306217
2/goodbye-vhs-a-visual-history-of1980s-bootlegging

But is it Art?

http://www.consciousentities.com/201
6/07/but-is-it-art/

The Anatomy of Caricature

http://www.creativebloq.com/howto/the-anatomy-of-caricature-15-toptips

You’re No Longer the Genius,
You’re the Idiot

http://www.creativereview.co.uk/youre
-no-longer-the-genius-youre-theidiot/

Forget Skynet: AI’s White Guy
Problem

http://boingboing.net/2016/08/12/for
get-skynet-ai-is-already-m.html

Smartphone Usage at Night
Realted Myths, Debunked

http://www.gizbot.com/mobile/featur
es/myths-related-smartphone-usageat-night-debunked-news-034286.html

The Dangers of the Uberization
of Higher Education

https://www.insidehighered.com/view
s/2016/08/12/dangers-uberizationhigher-education-essay

How Design is Helping us
Understand the Brain

http://www.fastcodesign.com/306188
7/how-design-is-helping-usunderstand-the-brain

The Great Animal Orchestra

http://www.fastcodesign.com/306188
7/how-design-is-helping-usunderstand-the-brain

The Digital Artist's Survival
Guide

http://www.creativebloq.com/news/th
e-digital-artists-survival-guide

The Terrible Security of
Bluetooth Locks

http://hackaday.com/2016/08/08/theterrible-security-of-bluetooth-locks/

17 Signs You're Intelligent
(Even if Doesn't Feel Like it)

http://www.businessinsider.com/signs
-you-are-smart-even-if-it-does-notfeel-like-it-2016-8

How Battery Status Can Be
Used to Track You Online

http://thenextweb.com/mobile/2016/0
8/02/your-devices-battery-status-canbe-used-to-track-you-online/

Easy Questions Computers Are
Terrible at Answering
http://www.nextgov.com/emergingtech/2016/08/easy-questionscomputers-are-terribleanswering/130423/

A Full-Body Workout You Can
Do In Your Office Chair
http://vitals.lifehacker.com/a-fullbody-workout-you-can-do-in-youroffice-chair-1784615314

MIT's 'Interactive Dynamic
Video'

http://thenextweb.com/insider/2016/0
8/02/mit-just-changed-the-vr-gamewith-interactive-dynamic-video/

The Cronzy Pen

http://thenextweb.com/gadgets/2016/
08/03/smart-pen-lets-scan-anythingcolor-custom-mix-shade-ink/

Shape-Changing Metamaterial

http://www.gizbot.com/miscellaneous
/news/engineers-develop-shapechanging-metamaterial-034163.html

DuoSkin

https://vimeo.com/178334883

Social Media Law: an Essential
Guide

https://www.theguardian.com/law/201
6/aug/12/social-media-law-anessential-guide

The Bizarre Patent History
Behind the Apple v. Samsung
Battle

http://www.fastcodesign.com/306272
8/the-bizarre-patent-cases-thatcould-make-apple-399-million

L I T T L E B R O W S E R:
Detaching the Web From the
Semiotics of Print

http://www.creativeapplications.net/pr
ocessing/l-i-t-t-l-e-b-r-o-w-s-e-rdetaching-the-web-from-thesemiotics-of-print/

Mind Control Dust

http://www.consciousentities.com/201
6/08/mind-control-dust/

Could There Be Other
Explanations?

Entering A Post-Device Era

http://www.fastcompany.com/306108
4/were-way-past-steve-jobs-post-pcera-and-headed-for-a-post-devicefuture

Information You Should Never
Post Online

http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/infor
mation-never-post-online/

The End of Microservices

http://lightstep.com/blog/the-end-ofmicroservices/

https://vimeo.com/176519262

The Allegory of the Cave

https://vimeo.com/172368839

Training Computers to Find
Future Criminals

flaws

Vanity Project

http://reallifemag.com/vanity-project/

LittleBits: 'Rule Your Room' kit

https://vimeo.com/174329179

http://www.bloomberg.com/features/
2016-richard-berk-future-crime/

http://thenextweb.com/insider/2016/0
8/02/littlebits-is-training-smallintelligence-operatives-with-its-newrule-your-room-kit/

Motionography

http://www.theverge.com/circuitbreak
er/2016/8/2/12352302/qeexotouchtools-gestures-touchscreen

http://www.pointerpointer.com/

The Future of Multitouch

A Unified Theory of
Randomness

https://www.quantamagazine.org/201
60802-unified_theory_of_randomness/

Here's Siri Describing all 1,064
Emoji in iOS 9

http://thenextweb.com/shareables/20
16/08/03/there-are-1064-emoji-inios-9-heres-siri-describing-all-ofthem/

B/W Contorted Human Forms

http://www.fubiz.net/en/2016/07/22/b
lack-white-pictures-of-contortedhuman-forms/

Meet Graham, the Human
Designed To Survive Car
Crashes

http://www.fastcoexist.com/3062053/
meet-graham-the-human-designedto-survive-car-crashes

Google's Neural Network
Terrifying Faces

http://www.fastcodesign.com/306201
6/this-neural-network-makes-humanfaces-from-scratch-and-theyreterrifying

Facebook 2026

http://www.theverge.com/a/markzuckerberg-future-of-facebook

The New Brain Cortex Map

http://www.futurity.org/braincerebral-cortex-map-1208502-2/

How to Hide Your Smart Home
on the Darknet

https://www.wired.com/2016/07/nowcan-hide-smart-home-darknet/

http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/motio
nography-can-teach-improvingcreative/

Pointerpointer

'Kickass' Torrents Site Seized.
What Next?

https://www.wired.com/2016/07/kicka
sstorrents-piracy-case/

Bubble Zoom

http://the-digitalreader.com/2016/07/21/bubblezoom-is-googles-half-heartedsolution-to-reading-comics-on-asmall-screen/

Who Else is Using Your Social
Media Accounts?

http://fieldguide.gizmodo.com/howto-check-if-someone-else-is-usingyour-social-media-1783817899

How the Brain Builds Memory
Chains

http://www.scientificamerican.com/arti
cle/how-the-brain-builds-memorychains/

Life Before the Internet

http://www.dailydot.com/unclick/lifebefore-the-internet/

The Intelligence Spectrum
Explained, From Jellyfish to
Mozart

http://sploid.gizmodo.com/theintelligence-spectrum-explainedfrom-jellyfish-to-1783964734

Computer Says: Oops

http://www.economist.com/news/scie
nce-and-technology/21702166-twostudies-one-neuroscience-and-onepalaeoclimatology-cast-doubt

The Future Virtual-Reality
Office

How to Completely Disappear
From the Internet

http://www.fastcompany.com/306192
3/the-future-of-work/this-is-whatyour-future-virtual-reality-office-willbe-like

http://www.inc.com/peter-gasca/howto-go-dark-and-disappear-onlinealtogether.html

https://vimeo.com/46471468

https://medium.com/hidden-in-plainsight/15-more-concepts-inautonomous-mobility

Bunny Magic

A World of Bureaucratic
Dystopia

http://www.itsnicethat.com/articles/ia
n-davis-180716

Facebook's Zombie Phones
Army

http://www.dailydot.com/debug/faceb
ook-data-center-zombie-phones/

Harnessing Light for Wireless
Communications

https://code.facebook.com/posts/484
014178459953/harnessing-light-forwireless-communications/

Driver Behaviours in A World of
Autonomous Mobility

How to Flirt on Facebook

http://www.dailydot.com/irl/how-toflirt-on-facebook/

Beyond the Blue Horizon

https://vimeo.com/137713220

The Great Lightbulb Conspiracy

http://spectrum.ieee.org/geeklife/history/the-great-lightbulbconspiracy

The Mind of an Architect

Digital Afterlife

http://99percentinvisible.org/episode/
the-mind-of-an-architect/

Augmented Humans: Next
Great Frontier, or Battleground?

http://www.digitaltrends.com/cooltech/vr-forest/

http://www.consciousentities.com/201
6/07/digital-afterlife/

'In the Eyes of the Animal' VR
Project

http://www.nextgov.com/emergingtech/2016/07/augmented-humansnext-great-frontier-orbattleground/130013/

Here’s How the World Could
End and What We Can Do
About it

The Mystery of Urban Psychosis
http://www.theatlantic.com/health/arc
hive/2016/07/the-enigma-of-urbanpsychosis/491141/

How to Hide Anything

http://www.weirduniverse.net/blog/co
mments/how_to_hide_anything/

Space Law & Outer Space
Treaties

http://www.space.com/33440-spacelaw.html

Porter Des Choses / Wearing
Things
https://vimeo.com/174201461

In the Future you Will Own
Nothing and Have Access to
Everything

http://boingboing.net/2016/07/14/inthe-future-you-will-own-not.html

Tiny1

http://www.fastcodesign.com/306180
1/this-tiny-camera-takes-pictures-ofspace-that-would-make-nasa-blush

Don't You Know You're Queen
https://vimeo.com/171851955

Polaroid Swing

http://www.3quarksdaily.com/3quarks
daily/2016/07/heres-how-the-worldcould-endand-what-we-can-do

Instagram Interactions in Real
Life

http://www.digitaltrends.com/socialmedia/instagram-real-life-humorparody-video/

Philosophy Visualized with
Mapping Software

http://www.openculture.com/2016/07
/the-entire-discipline-of-philosophyvisualized-with-mapping-softwaresee-all-of-the-complex-networks.html

How Terrorists Use Encryption

https://www.ctc.usma.edu/posts/howterrorists-use-encryption

IoT and Problems: the Issues
That Bedevil Any New Tech

http://readwrite.com/2016/07/14/iotand-problems-the-concerns-thatarise-with-iot-pt2/

Miraj

https://vimeo.com/171581668

Is the Internet Being Ruined?

http://freakonomics.com/podcast/inte
rnet/

http://mentalfloss.com/article/83105/
new-polaroid-app-lets-you-createphotos-move

After the End

http://www.nextgov.com/health/2016/
07/many-ways-map-brain/129932/

http://www.meetalexa.com/

Mapping the Brain

https://vimeo.com/173905411

Alexa: the Dating Bot for
Facebook Messenger

Shapecatcher: Unicode
Character Recognition
http://shapecatcher.com/

Everything You Should Know
About Windows Product Keys

http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/every
thing-know-windows-product-keys/

How to Stay Anonymous Online
http://news.mit.edu/2016/stayanonymous-online-0711

The Quantum Origin of Time

http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/2016
0708-the-past-is-not-set-in-stone-sowe-may-be-able-to-change-it

100 Years of Dada, the AvantGarde Movement

http://www.openculture.com/2016/07
/dada-was-born-100-years-ago.html

The Ray-Cat Solution

https://aeon.co/videos/could-theweirdest-solution-to-the-problem-ofnuclear-waste-also-be-the-best

The Units of Thought

http://www.consciousentities.com/201
6/07/the-units-of-thought/

The Lonely City: Adventures in
the Art of Being Alone

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/0
7/11/the-lonely-city-olivia-laing/

Facebook’s Secret
Conversations

http://www.kurzweilai.net/facebookssecret-conversations

Closer Than We Think

https://vimeo.com/171765256

Spatial Bodies

https://vimeo.com/174312351

OverType: The Over-The-Top
Typewriter Simulator
http://uniqcode.com/typewriter/

•hathor|room•

https://vimeo.com/173541384

The State of Digital Freedom

https://techcrunch.com/2016/07/11/astatus-report-on-our-digital-freedom/

10 Internet Commandments
(for Kids Going Online)

http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/10things-to-teach-your-kids-beforethey-go-online/

HMD Eye-Interaction for AR
and VR Technology
http://eyefluence.com/

Inventing the Future:
Postcapitalism and a World
Without Work

http://www.kurzweilai.net/inventingthe-future-postcapitalism-and-aworld-without-work

Executives are from Mars,
Designers are from Venus

http://www.inc.com/markrolston/executives-are-from-marsdesigners-are-from-venus.html

The World’s Biggest Viral Video
Experiment
http://www.digitalbuzzblog.com/theworlds-biggest-viral-videoexperiment/

Machine Money and People
Money

https://medium.com/the-wtfeconomy/machine-money-andpeople-money-29b497eeb9d0

This is Your Brain on Silence

Children of the Null

https://vimeo.com/173725659

Marty the Robot

http://www.robotical.io/

Project Malmo

https://www.microsoft.com/enus/research/project/project-malmo/

Mogees Play

http://mentalfloss.com/article/82794/s
mart-sensor-turns-any-objectinstrument

The Age of Rust

https://vimeo.com/173380727

Why Exhaustion is not Unique
to our Overstimulated Age

Key Trends in Machine Learning
and AI

https://techcrunch.com/2016/07/06/k
ey-trends-in-machine-learning-andai/

How Space Travel Will Change
in the Next Decade

http://mentalfloss.com/article/82290/
11-ways-space-travel-will-changenext-decade

Visually Indicated Sounds
http://vis.csail.mit.edu/

The Cyborg Stingray

http://gizmodo.com/this-cyborgstingray-is-the-coolest-thing-youllsee-all-1783279616

http://nautil.us/issue/38/noise/this-isyour-brain-on-silence-rp

https://aeon.co/ideas/whyexhaustion-is-not-unique-to-ouroverstimulated-age

http://www.catb.org/esr/writings/taou
p/html/philosophychapter.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x
pcoO7bTV48&feature=youtu.be

http://www.bldgblog.com/2016/07/ro
bot-war-and-the-future-ofperceptual-deception/

http://www.bbc.com/future/story/201
60630-infographic-a-24-hour-guideto-your-brain-and-body

http://www.digitaltrends.com/cooltech/online-shopping-by-sketchdeep-learning/

The UNIX Philosophy

The End of your Undivided
Attention

https://techcrunch.com/2016/07/09/th
e-end-of-your-undivided-attention/

The 'Einstein's Riddle'

http://mentalfloss.com/article/82855/c
an-you-solve-einsteins-riddle

For Our Cockroaches

No Man's Sky

Your 24-Hour Guide to Living a
Smarter Day

The Tyranny of Messaging and
Notifications

https://vimeo.com/groups/indiefilm/vi
deos/164890668

http://www.theverge.com/2016/7/6/1
2102874/walt-mossberg-messagingnotifications

http://www.digitalbuzzblog.com/goog
le-vr-the-future-of-3d-animation/

http://www.dailydot.com/debug/howto-use-new-unicode-9-emoji/

Google VR: The Future of 3D
Animation

Comical Photographical
Illustrations About Facebook
Vocabulary

http://www.fubiz.net/en/2016/07/09/c
omical-photographical-illustrationsabout-facebook-vocabulary/

This is What Happens When
you Reply to Spam Email

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_
QdPW8JrYzQ&feature=youtu.be

How to be a Gmail Power User

http://www.hongkiat.com/blog/power
-gmail-user/

Pokémon Go

http://www.digitaltrends.com/gaming/
dt-debates-pokmon-go/

How to Use the Unicode 9.0
Emoji on your iPhone

Vintage WTFs

http://vintageads.livejournal.com/6749117.html

Striking Geometric Tattoos
Spanning the Body

http://www.kurzweilai.net/code-ofethics-on-human-augmentation-thethree-laws

The Secret Link Between Jazz
and Physics

http://99percentinvisible.org/episode/
unpleasant-design-hostile-urbanarchitecture/

http://www.3quarksdaily.com/3quarks
daily/2016/07/a-beautiful-quest-thesearch-for-a-unified-theory.html

http://www.openculture.com/2016/07
/the-secret-link-between-jazz-andphysics-how-einstein-coltrane-sharedimprovisation-and-intuition-incommon.html

The Art of 'Mad Max: Fury
Road'

http://www.wired.com/2016/07/phone
s-fm-chips-radio-smartphone/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7
Vd1dTBVbFg

A Beautiful Quest: The Search
for a Unified Theory

http://www.scientificamerican.com/arti
cle/editor-s-letter-why-we-loveillusions/

http://sploid.gizmodo.com/youveprobably-been-to-null-island1783346301

Your Phone Has an FM Chip. So
Why Can’t You Listen to the
Radio?

The Passcode Riddle

http://illusion.scene360.com/bodyart/96550/striking-geometric-tattoos/

https://vimeo.com/171576283

Null Island

Forget Keywords: Search With
Rudimentary Sketches

Why We Love Illusions

Striking Geometric Tattoos
Spanning the Body

This is Bananas!

Robot War and the Future of
Perceptual Deception

Code of Ethics on Human
Augmentation

Unpleasant Design and Hostile
Urban Architecture

Stacked: Jigsaw Meets
Electronics

http://www.yankodesign.com/2016/07
/05/if-jigsaw-met-electronics/

Virtual Soft-Bodied Underwater
Creatures

http://illusion.scene360.com/bodyart/96550/striking-geometric-tattoos/

http://www.theverge.com/2016/7/6/1
2105224/soft-bodied-underwaterevolution

http://www.peterpound.com.au/

http://vintageads.livejournal.com/6749117.html

Vintage WTFs
AGAIN

https://vimeo.com/173120760

The Budapest Smile Club

http://www.vintag.es/2016/07/budape
st-had-smile-club-to-stoppeople.html

Psychedelic Space Age

http://www.itsnicethat.com/articles/pa
ul-paetzel-050716

Bitcoin and Blockchain
Technology Explained

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o
SP-taqLWPQ&feature=youtu.be

The Drake Equation

When Should Hacking Be Legal?

http://gizmodo.com/how-often-doeslife-emerge-in-the-universe1783081976

Understanding the impact of AI

http://www.dezeen.com/2016/07/05/v
aclav-mlynar-rca-graduate-show2016-koski-board-game/

http://www.nextgov.com/cybersecurit
y/2016/07/when-should-hacking-belegal/129594/

http://thenextweb.com/insider/2016/0
7/05/understanding-impact-ai/

Whatever Happened to
Cloning?

http://www.scientificamerican.com/rep
ort/whatever-happened-to-cloning/

Godzilactus!

http://io9.gizmodo.com/there-is-noescape-from-the-funky-wrath-ofgodzilactus-1783097483

Augmented Reality Has No
Clothes

https://techcrunch.com/2016/07/04/a
ugmented-reality-has-no-clothes/

Hippopolis

https://vimeo.com/149007592

Nuclear Nightmare DC

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S
UuOskX3z7U&feature=youtu.be

A 'Fantastical World' in
London's HS2 Railway Tunnels

http://www.dezeen.com/2016/07/03/t
he-18th-mile-of-hs2-ciaran-scannellroyal-college-of-art-graduate-project2016/

SSL is Not a Badge of Total
Security

https://www.deepdotweb.com/2016/0
7/02/ssl-not-badge-total-security/

Why Tech Support is
(Purposely) Unbearable

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/04/t
echnology/why-tech-support-ispurposely-unbearable.html

Why Won't the Password Die
Already?

http://www.dailydot.com/layer8/passw
ord-die-alternatives-multi-factorauthentication/

The Creepiest Robots on the
Internet

http://thenextweb.com/insider/2016/0
7/05/5-creepiest-humanoid-robotsinternet/

Consciousness: the Mind
Messing With the Mind

http://www.3quarksdaily.com/3quarks
daily/2016/07/consciousness-themind-messing-with-the-mind.html

The Koski Game

Sources of Randomness

http://mentalfloss.com/article/81946/
7-sources-randomness

Planting Inception-Style
Experiences Into People’s Brains
http://www.digitaltrends.com/cooltech/false-experiences-planted-inhuman-brains/

Seriously, Nations, Stop
Switching Off the Damn
Internet

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2016/07/
01/un_officially_condemns_internet_sh
utdowns/

Easy Web Accessibility
Guidelines

http://theinnovativeeducator.blogspot
.com/2016/07/3-easy-webaccessibility-guidelines.html

Welcome to the Library of
Technomadics: Technomadic &
Gonzo Engineering
http://microship.com/

Inside

The Laws of Mixed Reality (Without
the Rose-Colored Glasses)

http://www.3quarksdaily.com/3quarksdaily/20
16/07/the-laws-of-mixed-reality-without-therose-colored-glasses.html

Marvels of Things Created and
Miraculous Aspects of Things Existing

http://publicdomainreview.org/collections/mar
vels-of-things-created-and-miraculousaspects-of-things-existing/

This 'Hourglass' Liquid Battery Runs on
Gravity
http://gizmodo.com/this-hourglass-liquidbattery-runs-on-gravity-1781824481

Virtual Reality in Education: a History

http://hackeducation.com/2016/07/02/virtualreality

Is Infinity Real?

https://www.quantamagazine.org/20160630infinity-puzzle-solution/

Entropy Explains How Life Can Come
From Randomness

http://gizmodo.com/entropy-explains-howlife-can-come-from-randomness-1782993316

Implanting Thoughts in People's Minds

http://digest.bps.org.uk/2016/06/with-cocktailof-magic-and-fmri.html

Soft Crash

https://vimeo.com/173092204

How ‘Advantage Players’ Game the
Casinos

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/03/magazin
e/how-advantage-players-game-thecasinos.html

Implanting Thoughts in People's Mind

https://vimeo.com/172933813

http://digest.bps.org.uk/2016/06/with-cocktailof-magic-and-fmri.html

https://techcrunch.com/2016/07/02/foreveryone/

http://lifehacker.com/build-your-own-virtualpet-cube-1782964531

For Everyone

Using AI to Solve Real Human
Problems

https://medium.com/@atduskgreg/power-tothe-people-how-one-unknown-group-ofresearchers-holds-the-key-to-using-ai-tosolve-real-cc9e75b1f334

The Spying Tor Nodes

http://boingboing.net/2016/07/01/researchers
-find-over-100-spyi.html

100 100-word Stories About the
Uneasy Sense of Living in the Uncanny
Valley
http://boingboing.net/2016/07/02/tacticalawareness-100-100-wo.html

How to Destroy your Digital History

http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20160701how-to-destroy-your-digital-history

I2P: Invisible Internet Protocol
https://geti2p.net/en/about/intro

Build Your Own Virtual Pet Cube

